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High Water Yet To Come
In Some Sections Of State
By HERBERT SPARROW
become eligible for emergency
Associated Press Writer
assistance.
City workers continued the timeCarroll told a news conference in the
consuming and difficult task of erecting
basement of the Governor's Mansion
flood gates at Louisville today in adMonday night that additional counties
vance of what is expected to be the
could be added to the call because of the
worst flooding along the Ohio River in
anticipated flooding on the Ohio River.
more than a decade.
The Ohio's steady l'ii-inch-per-hour
But as Kentuckians along the state's
advance is expected to crest Thursday
northern border braced for the rising
afternoon at 32 feet — nine feet below
waters expected Thursday, many parts
flood stage and a half-foot over the
of Kentucky remained under several
mark set in 1967.
feet of water and property damage was
The Army Corps of Engineers said
conservatively estimated at $100 -11ar1aattsville floodgates can protect
million.
the city, but southwestern areas of
Officials estimate that more than
Jefferson County will be vulnerable,
15,000 Kentuckians have been forced
After surveying much of the flooded
from their homes at one time or another
areas by helicopter the last two days,
since the flooding began early SaturCarroll said he felt total public and
day.
private losses would top $100 million.
The state capital, Frankfort,
"I personally project the total
remained paralyzed . by the worst
damages will be in excess of $100
flooding on the Kentucky River there in
million," Carroll said. "There is no
more than 40 years,
doubt in my mind."
Frankfort Mayor James Burch was
Carroll said he was asking Carter to
expected to ask leaders of the
make all possible federal assistance
Legislature later today to postpone the
available to 14 counties where "the
start of a special session until after the
current situation is beyond state and
first of the year.
local capabilities for effective response
The General Assembly leadership
and recovery."
was scheduled to meet with Burch and
Gov. Julian Carroll this afternoon at the
Governor's Mansion.
Carroll delayed the start of the
special session from Monday until
Wednesday after the flooding hit over
the "weekend.
—
On Monday the - governor officially
By DEBBIE N.LEE
askedPresident Carter to declare a 17-,Staff Reporter
county area as a federal disaster so that
Households in Kentucky that have
persons who suffered losses would
been receiving food stamps will not
have to pay for them beginning Jan. 1,
according to a letter sent to food stamp
recipients,by the state Department for
Human Resources' Bureau for Social
Insurance.
Since the Food Stamp Program
began, most people who use food
stamps have had to pay some of their
own money to get the stamps. Each
eertaiin
A Rodent Control Program toe _ _months they
amount,depending on their income and
Murray and Calloway County is being
other factors. In return, they would get
sponsored by the Calloway County
food stamps worth more than they had
-Health Department in cooperation with
paid. "
the Kentucky ,Department of
Agriculture. '
Local Health officials said two
thousand (2,000) pounds of rodent bait
has been mixed and is free to anyone in
the city or county that needs the bait to
use in their homes, beet*, businesses,
etc.
The rodent bait may be picked
beginning Thursday, Dec. 14, at any dt
the following places:
J. William "Bill" Phillips, a 44-yearold Murray attorney, announced his
CITY—Health Department, located
at North Seventh and Olive Streets,
candidacy today for the Democratic
Murray.
nomination for Kentucky State
Representative from the Fifth House
COUNTY—Crawford's Shell, Lynn
District in the May primary.
Grove; Bucy's Market, Almo; Blackford's Market, Faxon; Usrey's
Phillips said he reached his decision
to seek the nomination "only after
Grocery, Kirksey;- New Concord
talking with people,from every part of
Grocery, New Concord; Dee's "Bank,
the district, receiving overwhelming
Haiel.
support and obtaining a large, active
Health Department officials-excommittee of community leaders."
pressed appreciation to the Southern
The Fifth House District is composed
Planters Co-op of Hazel and the Carof Calloway County and four voting
pentry Class of the Murray Vocational
districts of Trigg County.
School for their help in planning and
Rep. Kenny Imes of Murray
preparation of this program.
currently represents the district
Phillips said the main theme of his
campaign for the Democratic
GUESS WHAT, CHUCK ,
nomination will be that "the district
CHRISTMAS IS JUST
needs a legislator who will be
AROUND THE CORNER!
aggressive and energetic in fighting for
benefits for the people of this. area."
Campaign treasurer Ronnie Jackson,
himself a candidate for state Senate in
the last primary, said,"! believe Bill is
highly qualified. He has shown, in his
extensive community and civic involvement, that he is toally committed
to the people of this district. Speaking
for agricultural interests, I know that

They are Mercer, Franklin, Powell,
Bullitt, Morgan, Magoffin, Clark
Jessamine, Woodford, Martin, Nelson
Anderson, Henry and Carroll counties
The governor said he is asking for all
available individual assistance
programs in three other counties Hardin, Owen and Bath.
Carroll said that at least 15,368 people
have been evacuated throughout
Kentucky, with an estimated 2,400
homes seriously damaged and an
unknown number destroyed.
He said there has been at least $7-0
million in damage to public property,
both state and local, and the figure is
expected to go much higher.
And the governor said state disaster
officials estimate that Kentuckians will
qualify for at least $8 million in the
federal Individual and Family Grant
Program which pays for 'losses not
covered by other types of aid.
—
Carroll said he will add to the call of
the upcoming special session of the
Legislature, whenever it begins, funding of the state's 25 percent of the
Individual and Family Grant Program.
State government offices in Franklin

-CHRISTMAS CONCERT — The Mixed Chorus, shown above, and the freshman Choir and Girls Chorus of
Calloway County High School, under the direction of Lavaughn R. Wells, will give a combined Christmas concert at
2 p.m. Sunday, Dec. 17, in the high school cafeteria. The choirs will present a variety of Christmas selections from different musical periods and styles. Soloists for the Mixed Chorus include Melissa Brinkley, soprano; Ricky Hale, tenor;
and Larry Cunningham and Tommy Fike, bass. Accompanists for the choirs are Tammy Crouse, Anita Underhill,
Tonya McCuiston and Angela Manning. There is no charge for the concert and the public is invited.
Staff Photo By Debbie N.Lee

Change To Take Effect Jan --1-

ASCS Officers

Households Will Not Pay For Food Stamps

Rodent Control
Program Begins
Here Thursday

Under the new change, people will not
have to pay for their stamps and will
simply get what used to be their
"bonus" amount of stamps--;.the •
"extra" stamps they got before.
For example, a family which has in
the past paid $50 for $150 worth of food
stamps will pay nothing and will get
*100 in food stamps. The $50 in cash
they have left may be used in addition
to the food stamps to purchase the
family's food.
A spokesman for the department said
that the change will make rood'atairlips
more available to the very poor, to the
elderly, and to others who may have
had trouble getting enough money
together at the same time every montp

to pay for food stamps.
The change will not affect those
people who are presently getting their
food stamps at no cost. Persons
presently qualifying for 'food stamps
willl -not have to reapply.
A manual listing new rules and
regulations of the program is'now being
written. Until the manual is completed,
possibly in March or April, those
receiving food stamps will get the same
number of boaus coupons as they are
presently qualified for.
The change was made by the 'United
States Departinent of Agriculture in
order to make regulations for _food
stamps uniform in all states. The Food
Stamp program, which was begun to

Murray Attorney Phillips Says He'll Seek
Democratic Nomination For 5th House -Seat
Bill will be a strong advocate in the
House."
Phillips is a Calloway County native

Bill Phillips
and, in addition to being a practicing
Lawyer, is chairman of the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens Board
of Directors, Murray City Attorney,
adjunct professor at Murray State
Univekity ,in paralegal studies, and
representative of Murray and Calloway
County to the aging committee of the
Purchase Area Development District.
Phillips is also an active member of
the Boy Scout Troop 45, Murray

Beautiful, and youth center corn-.
mittees, and was active as an early
founder of the Murray-Calloway County
Community Theater Arts organization
in, which he is still an active participant.
His wife, Mickey, is treasurer of the
children's theater group. Phillips is
trustee and secretary of the administrative board of South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist Church, where
he is also an ac4ilt Sunday School
teacher.

Bible Speaks," an early morning daily
radio Bible study program, Phillips
said he would attempt to use the news
media on a regular basis to keep people
informed on pending legisation and on
issues important to Western Kentucky.
He also said he will solicit persons
from the ministerial, civic, agricultural
and community organizations to form
into a legislative review committee to
provide continuous local input on
needed and pending legislation.

Phillips served as a lay preacher at
several churches in the district and has
spoken before nunierous civic and
community groups and organizations.
He has been active as a consultant to
the Kentucky State Municipal Law
Revision Commission and has written
for the Kentucky City, a statewide
publication of interest to municipal
leaders, and for Kentucky Bar Journal.
a state magazine for attorneys. Phillips
has lectured at the University of
Kentucky, before the Kentucky
Department for Human Resources and
the •Kentucky Municipal Attorneys
Association.
-A legislator's function is crystal
clear," Phillips said. "His job is to
represent the interests of the people
who put him in that office with energy,
ability and integrity. He must actively
solicit the opinions of citizens in his
district and initiate and support
legislation to carry through their
wishes."

The major campaign issaps, Phillips
said, include fighting governmental
waste and the elimination of nonessential programs, preservation of the
family farm, exclusion of foreign land
ownership, elimination of the widow's
inheritance tax, levy of a natural
resources severance tax comparable to
other mining and oil producing states,
and to obtain a substantial increase for
construction, maintenance and repair
of county roads in the district.

As the creator and narrator of "The

Will Be Named

help low-ihcome families buy enough
food for a nutritionally adequate diet, is
administered by the state, who shares
the cost with the Department of
Agriculture.
Food stamp coupons are used like
cash at stores which accept them to buy
food for human consumption or seeds
and plants for use in gardens. Alcohol
and non-food items, such as tobacco
and paper products, cannot be purchased with food stamps.
More information abotit the change in
the-food stamp program may be obtained by calling the local food stamp
office at 753-1871 or the state Department of Human Resourees' toll-free
number, 1-800-372-2973.

At Convention
The Calloway County Agricultural
Stablization and Conservation Convention will be held Thursday, Dec. 14,
at 10a.m. at the ASCS Office, located in
the Bel Air Shopping Center, South 12th
Street, Murray, according to David E.
Riley, County Executive Director of the
Calloway County ASC Office.
Farmers will be elected to fill
vacancies on the County ASC Committee. Convention delegates will also
elect a county committee chairman,
vice-chairman, regular member, and
- two alternates to the committee for the
coming year.

-

Community A: Charles Burkeen,
chairman; Jim Kelly, vice-chairman;
Alvin Hale, regular member; Clyde
Phelps, first alternate; Mark Wilson,
second alternate.
Community B: Eurie R. Smith,
chairman; James G. Wilson, vicechairman; Thomas Lax, regular
member; David Kingins, first alternate; Charlie W. Bucy, second alternate.
Community C: James Euel Erwin,
chairman; Carves Paschall, vicechairman; Charles Outland, regular
member; Billy Paschall, first alternate; Mike White, second alternate.
Community 0: Jewell McCallon,
chairman; James Tucker, vicechairman; Baron Palmer, regular
member; Dan Darnell, first alternate;
Mike Burchett, second alternate.

Phillips graduated from the
University of Kentucky with a degree in
economics in 1956 and, after military
service, graduated with honors from
Detroit College of Law in 1962. He has
practiced law continuously since that
. time.
The candidate is married to the
former Mickey Voelker of Mt. Clemens,
Mich., and they have three children,
Patti,23,Bob,21, and Billy. 12. Phillips'
father and mother, Leon and Jessie, are
retired and reside on the J.M. Orr
family farm near Wiswell.

today's index
One Section — 12 Pages

Good News...Telephone Bills To,
Decline Some With Tax Rate Drop_
'

NEED LINE DONATION — Dr. lack Rose, right, president of the Murray
Lions Club, presented a check to the Rev. Dr. David C. Roos, president of
the board of directors 'of Need Line, to help with the work of the community information screening referral service that has been in existence
ialutuu.sy-Ilare 1ioasClub has-donated-io.444if.4441101111%0001,411.4.joice each year some it was ytarterl •#4 Murray with-hipie.Voard as eityi utivr
Wolk AS kg ,assistant. The Need lirfrofrce Ar1111
South Fifth Sheet. Murray, is open Monday through Friday. The telephone
number is 757-6331 with the last four numbers being 'need' on the
telephone dial.
.

The federal excise tax on telephone
is based on the estimated difference
bills is declining, with an expected
between what they would have paid in
savings of $391 million, a spokesman for
1979 at the four percent rate, and what
West Kentucky Rural Telephone
they actually pay at the new three
Cooperative said today.
percent rate, the spokesman said.
The tax drops from four percent of
About $62 million of the total $391
the bill of the bill to three percent
million will be saved by customers of
beginning Jan. 1, 1979. Congressional
the nation's 1,550 independent
actioaInandateli the.stead* dacreake
telephone -eilenpatties, seeerdim towith the decline continuing ,by one
trt - tke !.3.3•-• IRSOPendsnt
AteleSgelleryettrAtilerSei.
fhdL' - Telephone Association. The remainder
year the levy is eliminated, the
of the savings will g,o to Bell System
spokesman said.
customers. The independent companies
Tax savings for telephone customers
serve more then 31 million telephotos

— one of every five in the country, the
spokesman said
The excise tax was first imposed by
Congress during World War I as a
"temporary measure," the spokesman
pointed out. It as replealed briefly
after the war, but it was reinstituted
during-the Depressiew-and htei, et)fr—
.4.1214d -81*e_;that
bfki4
• ranged as high -as 15'percerit on lace]
• service and Z percent on !cog distance
calls. It stood at 10 percent from 1954 to
1972, the spokesman said.

The recently elected ASC community
committee chairman, vice-chairman,
and regular members automatically
öáë"dgititó the county-feta
vention.
These were named in the election by
Calloway County farmers with the
ballots being completed Dec. 4. The
results were released by the ASCS
Office as follow:

Building Page
Classifieds
Comics
Crossword
Dear Abby
Deaths & Funerals
Dr. Lamb
Garrott's Galley Horoscope,
I,ocal Scene
Opinion-Page •
Sports ,

6
10,11
--• 10
10
3
2
4
2
21
4
7,8,9

partly
cloudy
Partly cloudy this afternoon
and tonight continuing tomorrow. .
Highs today and tomorrow in the
40s, lows in the upper 20s.
_
Extended Forecast
--prerifhtatson
fdttIT-

-

anst .EF447.-11411

chance of rain Saturday. Highefn
the 40s and lows in the 20s. •

-
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McCuiston School Picture cko:
,
:z..
'Brings Memories To Writer
at school trimmed with
and shuttles cease to fly
Shall God unroll the popcorn, and a treat from
canvas and explain the reason teachers, a stick of peppermint candy,and an apple.
After the ideal fall weather, why
School
events
were
The dark threads are so
we should accept the unneedful in the weaver's skillful homemade ice cream suppleasant should it come.
pers, pie suppers with pies
And as the year closes with hand
As the threads of gold and auctioned off in decorated
all the changes it has brought
to many lives, that too, we silver in the pattern He has cardboard boxres, and Friday
----evening,spellings -withold and —
planned.
must áèepT
An old 1916 McCuiston young spellers lined up around
The lines of a poem by an
COOklt I‘CH
— The wises ot both Dentists and Physicians aimed together on
unknown author said: The School
group
recently, the wall trying to out spell
silo% 18 ii the meeting room of the University Branch of the Bank of Murray for a
underside of old fashioned published in The Murray ..each otherOrrismas Cookie fcchange. The tables were decorated with hotly, red candles, and
•
Some of today's words had
embroidery looks like- a Ledger & Times took many
cookie, of all kinds with a centerpiece of the Christmas Gingerbread House. Cookie
tangled web of thread, but the down memory lane, remirn never been heard of such as
recipes were eychanged. Pictured, left to right. are Mesdames William Wilson. Allen
top _ side reveals that each ding us how the world has homosexuality, abortion,
Donahi iiughes,laMC\ C.ttartt kopperud. and toseph Re yroat
pornography, not even equal
colored thread is a part of a changed since those days.
rights
or soc 1 security.
Preparation
pattern.
s for Christmas
We have
_come, or
"Not till the loom is silent, might have consisted of a tree
gone, a long
during the
20th century.
The rededication of Wells
Hall revives memories.
I worked in the dormitory
Lawrence E.LAmbitA,D.
kitchen for my board there
-DEAR DR. LAMB — I spend that much money on toes freely without constricand had a room near Mrs. Cleo
Frances Drake
read your column about the shoes and bought a 10 '2 B. tion or binding from the
Gillis Hester's. I enjoyed it.
socks
as well as the shoes.
lady who had bad foot odors. He had to throw them out in
FOR WEDNESDAY, AQUARIUS
I also wrote for The Ledger
Shoes should also give DECEMBER 13, 1978
My husband had this trouble a short time.
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
when Joe Lovett was
proper
support
as
well
as
plus corns and callouses.
DEAR READER — There
What kind of day will
Partnership accord is publisher.
Finally. I made an appoint- are many factors related to provide a good fit. If a tomorrow
To
be?
find
what
out
possible
today, but be wary of
person
is
having
Recently at the funeral of a
corns
and
ment with the foot doctor for a bad foot odor. Certainly
him and said, "GO-1—"—The - Thflartunation or irritation of callouses, the proper step the stars say, read the friends who may get you in- former Concorder, Mrs. Retta
doctor looked at his feet and the feet can contribute to the for permanent relief from forecast given for your birth volved in their problems. Club Stubblefield Bell, I saw many
activities may disappoint.
at his shoes and sent him to a problem. Most corns and the condition is obtaining Sign.
old acquaintances, but the
PISCES
good shoe store and told him callouses are caused by ill- proper footwear.
years are taking their toll.
I
am
sending
you
The
ARIES
to have his feet measured fitting shoes, in fact 75 per(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
That
same day Claud Hale
Health
Letter
number
11-8,
and fitted. He had always cent of the foot problems
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Plan to get household chores
worn a 10 C and came home., That people have are be- Your Feet And How To Care
A little fresh air today will or work-related duties done was returned from Pennsylvania for burial in Barnett
with a 11 '2 AA.
cause of improper footwear. For Them. Others who want do more to help you solve that early today,
as later, Cemetery.
The feet healed and the
I would add to your letter this information can send 50 problem than either advice
problems
in other areas of life
odor left. That was 40 years that properly fitting socks cents with a long, stamped, from
But life goes on. A baby girl
a counselor or extra could bog you down.
ago. Just recently he de- are also important. You self-addresed envelope • for
was born to the former Cathy
thinking
on
part.
your
it
to
.me
in
care
of
this
cided he wasn't going to should be able to move your
newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, TAURUS
YOU BORN TODAY are Crowell, now Mrs. Bruce
Radio City Station, New ( Apr. 20 to May 20)
both practical and artistic but Miller of Chattanooga,Term.
York, NY 10019.
Mas. Lavelle Bucy and T. G.
Though your financial
DEAR DR. LAMB — You prospects improve, It will be have some difficulty recon- Curd married.
ciling
these
two
aspects
of
say walking is so good for
The Rainey Lovins had as
to
receive your nature. If the practical
you. I would like to ask if a difficult
cooperation
from
others
in wins out, you'd do well in real guests her mother, Mrs. Mary
stationary bicycle would be
just as good for you? I have business dealings. Protect estate, engineering, geology, Wisehart and the Bernice
with . their
and the management of Wiseharts
one and it has a speedometer assets.
C..7•te.I
.on it. How far would I have. GEMINI
estates. It is important that daughter's family, Principal
(May-21 to June 20)
to ride in a day?
you find pleasure in the work Tom Franklin of Clay; and his
All Seats $1.25
DEAR READER — WalkYou'll have difficulty in you do, and for this reason, wife who teaches, and their
ing, is good for you because getting others to understand you may
succeed as writer, two children.
•
of the exercise it gives your your views. Do your part by
•
•
poet,
or
musician.
You may . The McClur4.-reSISUINV at the
body and also because it foregoing evasive or elusive
•.•• ••••
also be drawn to a more Community Room of 'the
-gives you an opportunity to
•••••••:::•:••••••• relax and think about other behavior.
practical phase of art, like
Murray Federal Savings and
dealing in antiques or Loan is far different from the
things. A stationary bicycle CANCER
0 designing for the trade. Birth- reunions back
• is good for weight control (June 21 to July 22)6
at the old
The job front may be full of date of: Carlos Montoya;
but I don't think an indoor
homeplace long ago.
bicycle is going to do the aggravations now and there musician; Drew Pearson,
"The Kings Songs," Randy,
same thing for you. that a seems to be no escape. Attend columnist; Mary
Todd Lin- Gary, and Tony McClure, who
For Program Information, Please Call
,good outdoor walk would do to duty, but try to minimize
753-3314
cotn, wife of Abraham Lin- recently sang
in terms of relaxing you.
at a benefit
stress.
coln,
far....noci_have-to_pectal -LEO
show _in Eddyville often sing
to lose weight depends a lot
"City of Gold." As a record of s
Eg'
on how much exertion you (July 23 to Aug. 22)42—
the late Bing Crosby says,
It
may
difficult
be
to
get
a
are really doing with the
"I'll
Be Home For Christtype of stationary bicycle' straight answer from a close
BRYAN BOY
mas," this year, as every
• you have. If you can in- one. Read between the lines,
Mr. and Mrs. William. year, many have gone since
crease the tension on the but don't imagine ttungs. Play
Hogan Bryan, Kansas City, Christmas.
wheel, you can do a lot of wait and see.
Mo.,,are the parents of a baby
work with it. If it's just a VIRGO
'But in spite of the dry.
Held Over
pedal with no resistance to (Mtg.
-Todd Fowler, weighing weather, harvest time was
boy,
7:20,9:10 I
to
23
Sept.
22
pedaling, then a lot of miles
& 2:30 Sun. I
This is no time to bring eight pounds two ounces, born ideal.
is still not going to use many
office problems home with on Thursday, Nov. 30, at a
The big 'Concord garage
calories.
serves not only as a voting
You should have a model you, as people close to you hospital there.
They, have another son, place .and barber shop,
that you can put -enough want you to pay attention to
but,
Hogan Graves,21 months. The now, a tobacco
tension on ,to actually feel their needs. Keep cool.
stripping
father is an officer with the building. Even Lee Finney
that you are doing some real LIBRA
. work. Gradually develop the ( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Waffle House Restaurants, prefers tobacco stripping
to
Thru Thur.
length of time you bicycle
and the mother is with the CBS hospital therapy.
Be
around
happy
people
and do it every day. It's the
television station there.
So as Christmas nears, may
nent,a,
regularity that counts. today, but keep your own
Grandparents are Mr. and we all realize that The
counsel,
as
confusion
and
There is no set limit to how
WARREN BEATTY
pc.
Christ
many Miles you might use it misunderstandings are all too Mrs. Ray Brownfield of Child whose birthday we
Murray. A great grandmother celebrate, still lives, and
as long as you don't try to likely to occur.
may
pedal too fast. Always ex- SCORPIO
is Mrs. Earl Brownfield, Fern peace and goodwill dwell
in
ercise well below your peak (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Terrace Lodge, Murray.
every heart.
capacity.
It may be hard to get to the
It's the steady, repeated root of the matter re
financial
exercise over a long dura- complicatio
IRCB Thru Thur.
ns. It may be that
tion of time that counts. I'd
$415 Central Ctr
rather see you set the ten- no one knows what's really
.•••••/...
1:11
'
1111
4
sion at a level that will be going on.
comfortable for , you and SAGITTARIUS
then pedal at a speed that (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
doesn't make you tired. If
Though everyone agrees to
you are able to do so for 30 , cooperate in the a.m., little in
minutes,that is better than a fact may be actually acfast five to 10 minutes of complished.
Be realistic re
hard exercise.
partnerships.
Speaking
of
exercising
Closed Till Friday
outdoors, if you like to ride a CAPRICORN
bicycle, why not get one that ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Your heart may not be in
two wheels on it and try
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
• ithasout
around the neighbor- today's work load, with the
•%. ••
hood? That way you can result you may wish to get
smell the flowers along the away from it. Frustration
•
way.
need not lead to escapisrn

•
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Anniversary Event
Planned On Sunday

By Estelle Spiceland
Nov. 14, 1978

Ruth V
Sinking Sp
will have a
home of MI

- Groups
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--follows:
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433 Order o
_ will meet a
lodge hall. I

Your Individual
Horoscope

—Ur, mu/ lirs. tills iiihori If till

Lydian
Baptist Chi
Christmas
Holiday Inn

Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Milton Wall of Puryear, Term., will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday,Dec. 17,
at the Avalon Restaurant, Paris, Tenn.
All friends and relatives are invited to call between the
hours of 2:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Sunday at the Avalon.
The couple was married on Dec. 22, 1928, by the late C. B.
Gallimore at Puryear, Tenn. Mrs. Wall is the former Daisy
Lavelle Gallimore.
The Walls are being honored on this occasion by their
children, Mrs. Wilbur ( Peggy) Edmiston of Memphis,Term.,
and Billy J. Wall of Dickson, Tenn.
The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
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HEAVEN CAN WAIT

These boots are so
fashionable with
their grown-UP good
looks! Durable, allTeatherstiting is-set
on a trendy track sole.
What a great way
for any girl to step
into season!
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Wednesday,December 13
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Concord
at Sirloin Stockade at 11:30
a.m.; Pottertown at Cypress
Murray Band Boosters will Spring Resort at 11 a.m. with
not meet due to Middle School' group to meet at Big K
parking lot at 10:15 a.m.;
Band concert.
Harris Grove at home of
Ruth Warren Group of Frankie Adams at 11 a.m.;
Sinking Spring Baptist Church South Pleasant Grove at home
will have a salad supper at the of Imogene Paschall for lunch
and gift exchange home of Martha Covey.
Tuesday,December 12
Murray Middle School Band
ui1l present a concert at the
Middle School gym at 7 p.m.

nay

Groups
of Christian
Women's Fellowship, First
Christian Church, will meet as
-follows: I at home of Mrs.
Woodfin Hutson at 10 a.m.
with program by Mrs. Harlan
Hodges; IV at home of Mrs.
Mike Holton at 7:30 p.m. with
program by Mrs. Del
Fleming.
Tuesday, December 12
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall. An initiation will be
I/
Lydian Class of First
Baptist Church will have its
Christmas dinner at the
Holiday Inn at6 p.m.

Tenn., will
ay, Dec. 17,
etween the

Carter School ParentTeacher Club will meet at the
school at 6:45 p.m.

e late C. B.
mer Daisy
.01

Murray TOPS Club Will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m.

n by their
his, Tenn.,

a SO

with
pood
, allset
role
way
step
son'

hi

IANGF
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Trumpet recital by James
Patton, Muldraugh, will be at
7 p.m. in the Recital Hall in
Annex, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
Joint recital by Deborah Sue
Gibson, flute, Louisville, and
Cathy Jo Goode, Paducah,
---,-_,.-.4nana,-•ivilLiaisat--81-4,p.m.In
FaiTellitieital Hall,Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
_

Business and Professignal
Women's Club will meet at
. 6:30 p.m. at the Ellis Community Center.
Wednesday, December 13
Trumpet recital by Don
Hilton, Philmont, N. Y., will
be at 7 p.m. in Recital Hall of
Aanez,Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.
•

.Coldufaier Club.!
Holding Dinner At
Youngblood Home
Coldwater
The Homemakers Club is holding
its annual Christmas dinner
today at the home of Mrs.
Freelan Youngblood.
Gifts are being exchanged
and sunshine friends are being
revealed.
Plans for the dinner were
made at the November
meeting held at the home of
Mrs. Bobby Adams with Mrs.
Newel Doores presiding.
A report of the annual day
was given by Mrs. Youngblood
and Mrs. Doores. Mrs. Dewey
Bazzell reported on the lesson
on 'silk flowers and said she
had made 18 arrangements.
An arrangement of red roses
was sent to Vivian Adams, a
member of the club who was
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Bobby Adams,
assisted by Mrs. Arlene
Adams. Also present were
Mrs. Mary Bazzell and Mrs.
Mable Fuqua.

Welcome Wagon Club will
have a family Christmas
potluck at..Ncuth Branch of
Peoples Bank, • 12th ' and
Chestnut, at 6:30 p.m.

Thursday,December 14- Nondenominational Bible•
study will,be at Seton Hall at
7:30 p.m. This is open to the
public and persons are asked
to being their Bibles.

Murray Country Club
Women will have their
Christmas luncheon at 12 noon
at the club with Betty Lowry
as chairman. Bridge will be at
9 a.m. with Alice Purdom,Lou
Doran, and Enid Sanders as
hostesses.
School
Murray
High
Executive Committee of the
Parent-Teacher Organization
will have an informal coffee at
the high school for parents of
MHS students to meet with
faculty representatives and
discuss issues concerning the
419449:30 a.m.
Thursday,December 14
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will have a
Christmas supper and gift
exchange.
New Concord, Hamlin, and
Hazel Senior Citizens will
have a joint Christmas party;
gift exchange, and luncheon at
the Holiday Inn at 11:30 a.m.
.
,

Mrs. Vaughn Giv.es
Program At Faith
Doran Circle Meet'
Mrs. Leonard Vaughn
presented the devotion and
program at the November
,meeting of the Faith Doran
Circle of the First United
Methodist- Church held in the
senior youth room Of the
church.
The theme of her devotion
was "November An Historic
Season" with her scripture
reading from John 14:6, 15 and
17, Matthew 5:14-16, and
Matthew 16:24-25.
The pledge service followed
with all members taking part.
Mrs.
Carl
Harrison,
chairman, presided with the
minutes and roll call by Mrs.
Robert Smith and the financial report by Mrs. Isaac
Clanton.
Miss Audie Green gave a
report from the general
meeting and from the
Orphans' home the circle
sends money each month.
The World Bank collection
was taken and banks for the
next year were distributed.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Lula White, Mrs. E. A.
Lundquist, and Mrs. Isaac
Clanton to the 17 members
present.

Buy One Get
One FREE!

Boy's Mother

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
the home of Dortha Stubblefield at 7 p.m..
Legion of Mary of St. Leo's
Catholic Church will meet at
the rectory at 1:30 p.m.

vP
•t
-ljeak.-14648y Abigail Van Buren

Special Christmas luncheon
will be at Calloway County
Public Library at 12 noon.

Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Hannah at
Grove 6126 is scheduled to
home of Lashlee Foster at 7:30 meet at Triangle Inn at6 p.m.
p.m.; Ruth Wilson and
•
Wesleyan at home of Mrs. Otis
Progressive Homemakers
Erwin at 6:30 p.m.
Club is scheduled to meet
tonight.
Oaks Country Club Women
will have their Christmas
luncheon at 12 noon with Doris
Rose and Pat Winchester as
hostesses. Bridge will be at 9
a.m. with Mary Wells as
hostess.

if

Is Diaper-Rash
THE TAU PHI LAMBDA Sorority, Unit 827, of the Woodmen of the World Society
presented tray favorites to the Fern Terrace Lodge. Pictured, left to right, are Sara
Alexander, Mrs. Laverne Tapp Donna Garland, and Linda Fain, Diana Lyons, also
present,is not pictured.

.feati zirmour 171(ijor Vatifed
.-is Director Of Libraix

DEAR ABBY: I don't go along with your advice to quietry
wash the sheets and say nothing to a 7-year-old child who
continues to wet the bed when doctors can find nothing
wrong.
I cured my- 8-year-old son of constant bed-wetting by making him sleep in a diaper every night. If the diaper was wet,I
hung it out on the line where all his friends could see it. That
cured him fast!
MISSOURI MOTHER

DEAR MOTHER: I object to your type of "cure."
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Humiliating a child creates resentment which can be far
Mrs. Jerry Barrett of - more damaging
The new Director of Nor-.
to the parent-child relationship than bedthem n Illinois University budget of $2.8 million. NIU's Murray has been dismissed
wetting.
library collections, most of from Lourdes Hospital,
Libraries is Jean Armour
P.S. Another writer wrote that she "cured" her daughter
Country-Town
and
themf-in--the recently opened Paducah.
of bed-wetting by forcing her to sleep on the bare bed
-Major, wife of Robert L
is
Homemakers
Club
million
Founders
springs! I think such "cures" for bed-wetting are clearly
Major who is the son of Mr. ;13
scheduled to meet tonight.
Memorial Library on the
PADUCAH PATIENT
child abuse.
and Mrs. William S. Major.
DeKalb campus, include
Mrs. Linda Mayo of Murray
Jean
Major
recently
Murray Chapter No. 92
850,000 volumes and bound has been dismissed from
DEAR ABBY: What can I do about a husband and father
received a PhD in Library
periodicals, 875,000 microfilm Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
of three boys who refuses to use a deodorant? He claims that
Royal Arch Masons is
Science
from
Indiana
the odor of perspiration is "mascaline" and only sissies and
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
University and she is one of units, 540,000 publications,
women use underarm deodorants. You can imagine the im24,000 recordings and 8,500
at the lodge hall.
barrakkment he causes the boys and me.
periodicals, serving 20,000
He works in a factory and plays softball every evening. To
students.
Thursday,December 14
make
matters worse, he now refuseit to bathe daily. He
article
In
profile
a
recent
in
Ellis Center will be open
bathes only onee a week, and sometime it's two weeks bethe Faculty Bulletin of NIU,
from 10 a.m. to three p.m. for
tween baths! He claims too much bathing is bad for the skin.
Ms. Major lists three primary
activities by the Murray
I have run out of ideas. He sweats like a horse and I can
challenges she believes are
Senior Citizens including
smell him 20 feet away. He reads your column every day and
facing all university libraries.
devotion at 10:05 a.m.,
thinks you're smart. Maybe you can help me. Thank you.
They are: first, a need to
"Travel Talk" by members at
STUMPED
better utilize resources; next,
10:30 a.m., lunch at noon, and
Members of the Murray
the need for better resource Shrine Club took part in the
DEAR STUMPED: I'm stumped, too. A person who
table games at 1 p.m.
cooperative Rizpah
sharing in
Temple
Fall refuses to bathe or use deodorant deserves to be shunned.
programs; and lastly, the Ceremonial held Saturday, So if he refuses to clean up his act, let him do a single.
No classes will be conducted
need to make better use of Nov. Mat
at Murray State University as
DEAR ABBY: Our daughter was married recently in in
technology and automation for
students will be given a "free
The group attended the
all-white church wedding, one of the most beautiful ever
library services.
day" to use in preparation for
Ceremonial Ball at the held in this
town.-Jt was a dream come true. To say she
their final examinations.
Temple on Saturday evening looked like an angel is not
just a mother's pride. I can't
and returned to their homes on described the joy that' was in her father's heart
and mine;
Ma
Stentay,_-Nortlk= . ---Vherrree- newlyskerhLietnimethfroni-tifetIithie,iii64i,-:
Singing Perforniance la be
'Attending the events were • they calmly told us to expect a grandchild in about four or
Jean A. Major
,at Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Folsom, Mr. five months! That means our daughter -was at least their .
LENCKI BOY
Pine Arts Center,. Murray only abotit 200 holders of this
Mr. and Mrs. Al Lencki of and Mrs. 'Jack Persall, Mr. months pregnant when she walked down the aisle. She mat
State, at 7:30 p.m. Cost will be degree. Her previous ex- Murray announce the birth of and Mrs. Kenneth Jackson. have known it at the time. How. could she have done this in
$5 per person and reservations perience includes serving a; a baby boy, Russell Todd, ME. and Mrs. Leroy Todd, Mr. us? We loved this child more than life itself.
HURT AND DISAPPOINT4D
may be made by calling 762- Director
of
the
ten weighing six pounds 13 oun- and Mrs. Gene Darnell, Mr.
4288.
and
Mrs.
Randy- Thornton,
Undergraduate Libraries of ces, measuring 2044 inches,
DEAR HURT: The real test of love is to love our childreiip
Ohio
State
University, born on Sunday,Dec.3,at 4:03 Mr. and Mrs. Cliff Finney, Mr. when they need our love the most. It's easy to love them
Eighth Grade Chorus of Columbus, and as
a.m.
Murray-Calloway.
and
at
Mrs. Jim Williams, Mr. when they do everything right and make
the
Associate
us proud of their
Murray Middle School will Head of the
and Mrs. Bobby Fike..Mr. and accomplishments. But when they disappoint us as children
Reference Coun_ty Hospital.
present a group of Christmas Department
another
have
They
son,
Mrs. Charles Baker, Mr. and sometimes do) we can demonstrate our love by showing
at Illinois
songs- and a mini-Opera. at 7 University,
Jared, 14 months of age. The Mrs. Rob Edd Parrish, Mr. compassion, understanding, and forgiveness. Try it. You'll
Champaignp.m. in the school auditorium_ Urbana.
father is employed at Murray and Mrs. Stanley Scott, Mr. have fewer regrets. •
This is sponsored by the
and Mrs. Woodrow Dunn, Mr.
At
NIU
Ms.
Major
will
head Lumber Company.
Parent-Teacher Organization.
Grandparents are Mr. and and Mrs. Jack Norwine, Mr.
a staff of 48 librarians. 88
Problems? You'll feel better if you ket them off your chest.
operating staff employees, Mrs. Albert Lencki of Murray and Mrs. Jack Thompson, Mr. For a personal reply write to
Abby, Box 69700, Los
Dexter Homemakers Club is and 200
Joe
and
and
Nedrow
Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edsel
Beale,
and
student employees,
Angeles, Cal. 90069. Please enclose stamped, self-addressed
scheduled to meet today.
•
Danny Ross.
with an annual operating of Mayfield.
envelope.

Shrine Members At

Fall Ceremonial
At Madisonville

SALE

Buy Any TWO
Formfit Roger

Bras
Get ONE
FREE
Sugar & Spice Boutique
(located in the Hall)
Dixieland Shopping Center
in it es
,

Pictured above is Michael L. Starks, Branch
Manager of the new Home Federal Savings
and Loan Association Braneh Office in
Murray; Jennie B. Gordon and son, William;
Rachel Flora, Teller; Ainna Stigall, Head Teller;
and Bob G. Sherman President and Managing
Office/ ol _the Higneliiieribayings.AndiWa
Asso 'ation of Paducah. Our Grand Opening

for this beautiful new facility was held on
Saturday, October 21. Our first depositor was
William Gordon, who wat the first young
man in line to open a new savings account
and resides at 720 Fairlane: Mr. Sherman
stated that we _received an excellent reception
$
ice for the Saturday opening.
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high price increases. That is the
way pressure groups work.
But in the membership of
these
groups
are
there
responsible individuals who
recognize their responsibility to
the country as a whole. We have
faith that, given a clear
understanding of the problems,
they will respond.
As one government official
said recently, the game of catchup is just another name for
inflation.
The President's wage and
price guidelines
must be
observed.
The artificially low price of
domestic oil should be increased
to the world price for oil in order
to discourage waste and reduce
dependence
upon
costly
.The truth is that nothing much imported oil.
elan be accomplished without a
Sacrifices must be made by
and states, counties and cities and
lejt of understanding
&operation — not only in other beneficiaries of federal
congress but in homes and programs which must be cut
and offices and Shops back in order to reduce the
this country.
across
411
.
1
federal deficit.
Consumers and home buyerstThe crisis is real. It calls for
ething more than "business and the construction industry
must suffer the consequences of
usual."
The leaders of labor groups high interest rates brought on by
I continue to apply pressure restricting the growth of the
high wage increases and the money supply.
-Ibede-arepaintuk remedies._
,
-ileaders-of business greuenatia....
But
they are necessary.
for
pressure
apply
40' ntinue to

p.1

.50

fictories

A Midnight Solstice
roads and the cheerle
cheerless imSolstice.
pronounce word, is defined by •peratives of antifreeze. But
Mr. Webster as "one of the two - there is an on-the-other-hand
•
points on the sun's ecliptic at . element that also needs to be
which its distance from the noted. There is the delight of a
celestial equator is greatest new toddler at his first
which is reached by the sun snowstorm, for .example,, and
each year about June ?id and surely this is a sight worth
Dec. 22d . . . the time of the whatever price winter exacts.
. there are _crisp starlit
sun's passing solstice which oc- And
ni
hts when the heaygns_ seem
_, curs on June 22 to begin sumalnost
readly to shower their
mer
in
the
northern
hemisphere and on Dec. 22d to treasures down on all of us.
begin winter in the northern There are gaunt, coldblackened trees standing in
hemisphere."
Not to second guess depen- lonely dignity in woods madedable old Mr. W., but what this for tramping, and there are
really means is that winter is warm and companionable
huffing right over the horizon at- nights before an open fire when
this very moment. It will,arrive care is a word forgotten.
On balance we.find for winofficially at 21 minutes past
midnight EST on Friday, Dec. ter. Button up, of course, but
don't miss those choice walks in
22
It is easy to greet this news the woods when the trees groant
— with dismay, to speak of and crack with the cold and the
heating bills and overshoes, ity human spirit can soar.
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Murray Ledger & Times
• "Walter I. Apperson
R Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Tyne* is pubttshed
every &Rena.= except Suridays, July 4, Cluesstmat Day New Year, Day and Thardcsaiving by
103 N 4th St
Murray Newspapers, Int
Murray. Ky 43071 Second Class Postage Pada
Murray Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION HAMS In areas served bv
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By mail an Galloway County and to Benton. Mar
din. Mayfield, Sedahaand Farmington, Ky , and
Parts. Buchanan and Puryear. Tn .
211 per
year. By mad to other dextuuttions, me par
rew.
Ilembm al max taterl Pte.% Kentucky Press
and Southern Newipsper Publishers
Matelatiam ••
.1ba Aapteiated Press ts exclusively entitled to
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20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

B%

( Warrott

Men in armed services notes-Pvt.
Charles Nesbitt completed a 13 weeks
refrigeration equipment repair course
at Fort Belvoir, Va.; Army Pvt. J. C.'
Collins completed an eight weeks
automotive maintenance course at Fort
Chaffee, Ark.; Army Recruit Edward
J. Walston completed an eight weeks
automotive maintenance helper'a
course at Fort Knox.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ella
Nix, 84.
Calloway County Sheriff Cohen
Stubblefield attended the meeting of the
Kentucky Sheriffs' Association held at
Lexington Dec. 8, 9, and 10.
Births reported include a girl, Donna,to Mr. and Mrs. Roy F. Crotzer on Dec.
8.
J. D. Orr, Frances Armstrong,'
Georgia Windsor, Dorothy Rogers, r
Ronnie England, Wade McAllen,
, Patsy'.
teeke;FLaitit:—
members of the cast of the play,
"Hesitating Tom," to be presented by
the freshman class of Lynn Grove High
School on Dec. 12. Mrs. Ottis Patton is
sponsor for the play.

44,

If You Mean To Profit, Learn
To Please Is The Lesson Here
Apparently, there are people going
around these days not only asking for
contributions but telling you how much
to give and insulting you when you don't
offer as Much as they'd like. At least,
that's the impression my friend, Jim
jot the other day after an
experience in downtown Murray.
Jim was seated in his car-in front of
Holland Drugs when a well-dressed,
personable young man came up to, the
driver's window and asked Jim if he
-wanted to make a donation to the
church."
"What church ts that'?" asked Jitn.
"The Unification Church," the young
man replied.
It didn't immediately register in
Jim's mind that the Unification Church
is better known as __."the. Moonies"
because its members are followers of
the controversial Sun Myung Moon,and
he reached into his-billfold, pulled out a
one-dollar bill and handed it to ' the
young man.
as ding
ialt that,
.t...the young man
eAs he wa.siia
to
much like thoseyou-nice
moinik
"
lv ;:eeotnim
dangling from the rear view mirrors
and back windows pf the cars of some of
the more "hep" folks in town - and
offered it to Jim explaining that, "We
ask $3for these, but most people give us
"Well, son," Jim replied, "you can
,keep your monkey. I don't want it, but
you are welcome to the dollar."
"Is 'that all you_ can afford?" tactlessly asked the yeung_rna-n..,
Now,'that didn't set well at ajl with
Jim, and in reply, he said, "On second
thought, I'll just take this back." He
reached over, plucked the dollar out of
the young man's hand and returned it to
his billfold, dismissing the young fellow
with a wave of his hand.
"Have a good day," the young man
responded, bowed slightly and left, one
dollar,for sure,less than he would have
had had he kept his mouth shut.
++++++
Jim's experience brings to mind a
similar one which I witnessed some
years ago in New York. Our company
was having a sales convention in the
Hilton Hotel in downtown Manhattan.

Church Envision
New Panel Role

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent

•
and I was a member of a six-man
as a tip for the fellow, who had about as
behind-the-scenes work crew.
much personality as an alligator.
We were responsible for getting
everything ready for each of the
When Tom handed it back to the
sessions-se-the executives could simply' •
waiter, he took one look at it and very
do their things without having to worry
_curdy said,"That's not enough tip." He
about charts, slide projections,
held it out to Tom.
spotlights and all such details. We had
about 350 or 400 people there and our • Getting up to his All heighth and
looking much like Gentleman Jim
days were long and hard, starting well
Corbet in his socks, shorts and unbefore breakfast and going far into the
dershirt, Tom said, "What do you
night.
mean, that's not enough tip?"
On this particular occasion we had
"The tip is suppo,sed to tie.19-and-so,.
been on our feet since five-in- the
the Iellner-eald,'etving-some
morning when we had to set things-up
figure and looking up at my big friend,
for a big breakfast meeting. It was
"Well, let me let you in on a little
about midnight, and we had retired to
business principle I have," Tom said,
our rooms, which were connecting, and
taking back the check. "The tip is NOT
had- • virtually
with
collapsed
SUPPOSED to be anything specific,
exhaustion.
just whatever I feel like you've EARA couple of the fellows, feeling they
NED. And, in this case, you haven't
would like a midnight snack of a sorts,
EARNED a thing!"
had called room service and asked for.a
With that, he also took the fellow's
few goodies to be sent up. These arrived
pencil, scratched off the amount he had
shortly. A grumpy fellow with a foreign
put down'for a tip and handed the check
accent and wearing the customary
back -to- The -veniter',---:white jacket of a wafter brought-them
When the fellow started to protest,
into the room and was directed where to
Tom took a step toward him and very
put them.
calmly said, "Now you take that check
He handed the check to Tom Barand get out of here before I throw you
nidge, with whom I had often traveled
halfway down the hall." The fellow
and who stands about 6-feet-6-inches
almost tore the knob off the door in his
tall and weighs about 225. Tom took the
effort to avoid such a possibility.
check, looked at it for a moment then
I've long wished I had been big
charged it to the room by signing his
enough
to do something like that. I've
name. He also added what he thought
felt like it lots of times.
was an .
a ppropriate amount to the- bill

immy s

-

• -

ite House

-

•

30 Years Ago
...

FRANHKeGESR&EIER
Associated Press Writer

New Landmark In
Our First Back Yard
WASHINGTON (AP)- The nation's
First Back Yard has a new landmark,
but tourists are unlikely to see it
because it's shrouded by dense
shrubbery.
The camouflage is appropriate and
necessary because the new garden shed
at the White House otherwise would
mar one of the city's most picturesque
back yards.
It's not one of those mass-produced,
bolted-together sheds, either. Built of
concrete blocks, it cost $20,000.
Stored inside are lawn mowers, a
jeep (for snow removal), seed, fertilizer, a motorized scavenger to pick
up leaves and paper, and other garden
implements.
Rext ScOuten, the chief White House
usher whose domain indudes the
grounds, said the old wooden shed it
*replaces was built in 1936.
"It was just too small," he said.

WASHINGTON (AP)-It has been a
- Future U.S. relations with the
stage for angry dissent, and a good
nationr3 of Southeast Asia.
place for a snooze.
- Middle East policy to follow a
In a_ way, the Sena* Foreign
peace agreement between Egypt and
Relations Committee has served as a
Israel, seeking to expand their set+++
fever chart of American foreign policy,
tlement into a regional accord.
Scouten's duties are many and
sometimes heated and contentious,
- American policy toward Mexico,
vAried.
sometimes placid,sometimes just plain
which Church considers both crucial
When ftosalynn Carter recently indull.
and neglected.
troduced a new guide book,"The Living
Sen. Frank Church has seen it both
Customarily, congressional study
White House," she stood in the main
ways. Now, preparing to take over as
reports are filed, widely ignored, and
foyer to shake hands with tourists and
chairman, the Idaho Democrat enleft to collect dust. That may be the fate
hand out a limitecihnumber of copies,
'Visions a new role for the committee,
of the reports Church plans.
which she autographed on the spot.
one that would make it a sort of early •
''There's no way that we can
One dazzled male visitor hovered in
warning system in foreign affairs,
guarantee that the administration will
frrt -6f the first lady for several
Church said the committee's franfollow our recommendations," he said
rrunufa, talking up a storm and
chine includes authority to study and
in an interview.
delaying a long line of tourists eager for
report to the Senate on major issues in
Church says he doesn't anticipate any
handshakes.
foreign policy, even if they do not inproblem.
Scouten stepped in and 'grabbed the
volve the business of legislation,
"I think the committee functions best
man by the seat of the pants, gently
treaties and diplomatic appointments,
when it recognizes that it ought not to
tugging him toward the door.- -The
That hasn't been done in the past, but
try to seeond-guess the president on
operation was accomplished so deftly
Church said he intende to do it now. He
every decision he makes," Church said.
and discretely that the voluble visitor
said the administration's foreign policy
"When a situation is in doubt, then the
seemed oblivious to the firm hand on
establishment is necessarily involved
president should be given the benefit of
his derriere.
in today's crises aid problems, and
the doubt."
+ ++
cbesn't have time to -concentrate on
Syndicated column** Robert Novak
"On the other hand, I strongly oppase
what may happen next month or next
and Rowland Evans provide the White
the notion that the Foreign Relations
year
House with "must" reading. Which is a
Committee should be a rubber stamp
Clct
for anyTdmiation.”
_
„far
ay1n& be eLesic_101 and
1e Q ukt.ee„&es,44.
It'llXmong. mum on hts tentative". •-"Wsald that'ifthe Senate panel thinkl
his men enjoy 'reading the column
•• .4t-theadministratiOn enweanie- it <Menke- --Oftatelbeieread and weep, wondering
- The direction of U.S. policy toward
where Novak and Evans come up with
;
say so and take a leading role in Public
mainland China.
items that frequently are a cause of
debate on the issue.

-

Sgt. Glenn Lee,.son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Lee of Hazel, is serving with the
United States Army in Vietnam.
PFC Michael H. Johnson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hugh Johnson, is now serving
with the United States Army in Saigon,
Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. J. T.
(Etna) Wallis, 85, and Burnett M.
Montgomery, 82.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Adrian Cloys, Jr., on Nov. 2,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Dunn
on Dec. 7.
The Rifle Team of Murray State
University won the tehth annual
Kansas Stite University Invitational
Rifle Tournament at Manhattan,
Kansas.
The Murray State University
Thoroughbreds beat Bradley in a
basketball game here last night. Claude
Virden got 23 points for Murray.
Crisco, three pound can, is advertised
at 75 cents in the ad for the local A & P
store this week.

Copley News Service

Washington Today
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Consumers Feel
`God-awful' Costs
fr A dollar today buys less than
ialf what it did 11 years ago. We
..didn't need the government to
tell us.
And now the annual inflation
rate is nudging 10 percent, called
"God-awful" by the President's
-chief inflation fighter. Consumers at the supermarket and
the gas pump and in the hospital
care well aware.
And,*well more bad news.
-'Our trade deficit in October rose
;sharply to $2.1 billion. That is
billion of our money shipped
'Oyerseas,to
drive down the value
l
the dollar.
The government is better at
'keeping statistics than it is in
finding solutions to these
economic problems.

1

eicrrER eALANc.E.
PAymE,..rrs AND KEEP

EDITORIAL

••• •

Looking Back

•

administration unhappiness.
Press secretary Jody Powell struck
back with heavy-handed humor after
Novak, during a visit to Peking, had a
muchpublicized interview with Vice
Premier Teng Hsaio-ping.
Powell, announcing a meeting that
Carter held Wednesday with human
rights leaders, was asked by a
mischievous reporter if Teng would be
invited - because of China's experiment in wall poster democracy.
-Well, we can't decide whether to
invite Teng or Novak," said Powell,
adding:
"When the Chinese discover that
Novak really never saw Teng, he just
made it up for his columns, it is going to
have serious repercussions."
After a long pause for laughter.
Powell said, "I take that back."
"Keep it in," a reporter urged.
"You can keep it in," said the White
House spokesman,"as long as you put
in that I take it back."
After all, Powell may want to "leak"
something to Novak 'in the months
ahead.

Funny World
Few people were as considerate of
the feelings of others as Sir James M.
Barrie.
In his middle years. Barrie began to
experience stiffness in his right hand.
When the doctors failed to help him, he
went to an osteopath, who proposed to
effect a cure with a few expert twists of
the neck.
He twisted and twisted, hoping to
hear the sound of a bone cracking. But
the author's bone remained stubbornly
silent. After a while, Barrie could endure it no longer. Not the twisting, but
the osteopath's disappointment. So, the
next time his neck was twisted, he
snapped his fingers,. to simulate the
sound of a bone cracking,
The osteopath exclaimed -with
and hutwog onough•-tto make Barrie happy too. Unfortunately,
holever,-the condition worsened, and
the creater of Peter Pan spent the rest
of his days writing with hie left hand

Three hundred and fifty packages of'
rat poison have been delivered to- - farmers in Calloway County, iccordip*,
tcrthe personnel of the Calloway
Extension Service.
Dr. Robert W. Hahn has been elected
president of the Calloway County
Medical Society. Other officers elected
include Dr.Ora K. Mason, Dr. James C.
Hart, and Dr. A. D. Butterworth.
In high school basketball games
Trigg County beat Lynn Grove, Hazel
beat Almo, and Brewers beat KirkSey.
High scorers for each team- were
Ieclaongis11111,0 for Trigg, Darnell-with10 for Lynn Grove, Davenport with 21
for Hazel, Ray with 9 for Almo, Cope
with 24 for Brewers, and Edwards with
12 for Kirksey.
Mrs. Louise Jellison led the program
at the meeting of the Business and
Professional Group of the First
Christian Church Women held at the
home of Mrs. Gatlin Clopton.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre LS
_George O'Brien in "Painted Desert."
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Bible Thought
And he said, Who art thou, Lord? And e.
the Lord saki, I am Jesus whom thou 1
persecutest: it is hard for thee to kick .1
against the pricks. - Acts 9:5.
The Spirit of the Lord often speaks to I
us through the conscience. Let us be rf•
alert to hear and obey.

Letters To The Editeol
Rodeo Cruelty...

a

ri

Editor:
The cruelty toward animals4 displayed at the rodeo at Murray State 4
University last Friday night was
tevolting, and should not-be sanctioned*
by any educational institution worthy of4
is
the name.
Although I personally intend never to
attend such a iunction again, I hope we
have seen the last of so-called'''
"collegiate" rodeo in Murray.
4Yours-truly,
Pr
Mrs.) Will Stewart
•
Alnico, Ky.
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Dear Editor:
I took my family to the rodee, at •
Murray State University Friday night
and 'was appalled that a universite
would sponsor such an event!
cruelty to the animals -eone horse lh4:
wasi
killed - was hardly thetype of en-!
tertainment I would wish to take my
kids to 4'_e_mainx-elili
asponser more worthElvin
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Ur. Carr tived-TGO Years,
87 Of Them In School Rooms
By L. J. HORTIN

'Tomorrow is Dr. John W.
Carr's birthday. Murray
State's fiht, president was
born Dec. 13, 1859,on a wintry
day among the wooded hills of
Lawrence County in Southern
Indiana.
Revered by -students and
faculty 'as the "Grand Old
Man" of Murray, John Wesley
Carr died in New York City
Feb. 18, 1960, two months past
his 100th birthday.
Dr. Carr's "adventure in a
schoolroom" began Oct. 8,
1866 - right after the Civil.
War - when he trudged in
home-made clothes to a
scantily furnished one-room
country school in Southern
Indiana.
His educational "adventure ,'
included
schoolrooms where he was a
pupil, teacher at age 17,
principal or superintendent in
Indiana, Ohio, New Jersey,
and Pennyslvania. The
crowning glory, of course, was
being president of Murray
State 1923-26 and 1933-36. He
also served as dean, historian
and president emeritus.
The first five entries in Dr.
Carr's diary succinctly tell of
his first duties at Murray
State:
"July 28, 1923 - Elected
President of Murray State
Normal School. (Sat.)"
"July 30, 1923 - Arrived at
Murray. Assumed official
duties. Met City Board of
Education. (Mon.)"
"Sept. 16, 1913 - United
with Murray Methodist
Church. (Sun.)"
"Sept. 21, 1923 - First
Faculty meeting of the M.
"Siatt-Nermai- S...htexTL-191PrelFive members of the faculty."
"Sept. 24, 1923- Opening of
MSNS. Principal Address,
Supt.
George
Colvin.
Enrollment first day 178.
(Mon.)"
Murray
State's
first
president "stepped down"
from the presidency on May 1,
1926, when Dr. Rainey T.
Wells, founder of the college,
becarne president. When Dr.
Welb7went to Omaha in .1933,
Dr. Carr was president again,
also serving as dean. When
Dr. James H. Richmond
became president in 1936, the
Grand Old Man continued his
deanship.
Later,
as
president

Floodwaters Cause barnage
To State Property InFrankfort

emeritus, he became historian University on June 10, 1885, school teacher in Indiana
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- Capitol.
for Murray State and worked and the A.M. Degree from "Without her, I wouldn't ha v e
The record flood waters of the
The high inters also
on his "history of the college Indiana University in 1890. Dr. made it," he said.
Kentucky River have caused damaged records in the ofuntil he retired in 1953. His Carr earned the Ph.D. degree
The children of Dr. John and
adventure in schools and at New , York University in Rachel Carr are deceased. heavy damage to state fices of the attorney general's
Protection
colleges had spanned 87 years. 1913, the same year two of his They were Anna Louise Carr property in the Frankfort Consumer
Then he went to New York sons received their Doctor of Holton, Dr. Charles Edmund area, destroyed records and Division, the state employee's
compensation
Medicine Degrees:
• Carr, Mr. Harry Ashcraft disrupted numerous gover- deferred
system, ahd a branch of the
John Wesley Carr was a Carr, and Dr. Frank Clyde nment activities.
State Finance Secretary Revenue Department that
scholar, educator and a Carr. Dr. Charles and Dr.
Roy Stevens said several handles income tax forms.
"team" man. Working with Frank
were
eminent state-owned
buildings had
State offices in Franklin
Dr. Wells, who was tax physicians in New York City
been damaged in Frankfort. County, and other towns hit by
commissioner and later Dr. J. W.
Carr's wife, Rachel
He said the state would begin the widespread flooding, were
president of Murray State, Dr. Carr died
April 22, 1927 after today to assess
damage to closed Monday and today.
Carr contributed mightily to an illness of
paralysis for 342 leased buildings.
Only essential personnel were
the structure and operation of years.
Gov.
Julian
Carroll called to work.
.the young "Normal School" in
In later years Dr. Carr and estimated that damage to
Strict security prevailed
itsformative years. While TRX
Commissioner Wells and State the former Mary Moss were public property, both state around state office buildings,.
and local, was already at the with only a handful of the the
Representative Lee Clark married. She died in 1948.
Dr. Carr's son Harry $7.5 million mark Monday and governor's staff and reporters
were in Frankfort getting
funds and support for the new became a successful financier that $2 million in forms had allowed in the Capitol and
"Normal," Dr. Carr "saw to and executive in New York been lost at one Frankfort Capitol Annex.
Several legislators, comit" that the faculty, students City. He was a football player warehouse alone.
Stevens said the damage in plaining about Carroll's
and staff did the job at home in at Ohio State. "Mr. Harry"
once wrote jokingly about his Frankfort included another decision to delay a special
Murray.
DR.JOHN W.CARR
father:,
"I was cum laude in warehouse, the Bush Building session of the General
"I spend 11-iost of my waking
City to live with his sons and hours working for ttie football, a skill my Dad never housing the Administrative Assembly from Monday until
admired in me. Dad would Office of the Courts, the Vest- Wednesday, held their own
grandsons until his death.
college," he remarked.
Mrs. Lorah Ashcraft and
Hard work was a part of Dr. have liked it better if I had Lindsay House, and water session on the front steps of
her husband, the late Prof. G. Carr's philosophy .and ex- been a good student with just a pumps on the river near the the Capitol after being denied
C. Ashcraft, cared for - Dr. perience. Times were hard --, $100 scholarship rather than a
Carr in his later years at when he was a lad in Indiana. full football scholarship."
Mr. Harry sent the following
Murray. Professor Ashcraft He said he "had a few enemies
was a nephew of the first Mrs. when growing up. . . had even telegram to this writer on Feb.
19, 1960: "Dad passed away
Carr. Dr. Carr often ex- forgotten their names."
6:30
Thursday' evening (Feb.
pressed his profound gratitude
At Murray, he insisted that
WARRENSBURG, Mo. - of the conclave is to update
for the care and attention he -the student body is and has 18). Funeral Saturday afMarvin D. Mills, -faculty policies and guidelines for
received at the hands of the been the most remarkable ternoon New York City."
The adventure of 100 years member in the department-of safety education.
Ashcrafts. "They take good group of young people I have
This is the sixth in a series of
care of the young man," he ever known." He was a and two months had closed. safety engineering and health
at Murray State University, is such conferences extending
once told a frienti.
Rotarian and a Democrat.
back-to 1949. During the last
one of 600 educators at Central
Miss Alice Keys, efficient Once, he was questioned by an
and devoted secretary of Dr. elections official when he
Special talents have enabled Missouri State University, two year., nine committees
have been at. work preparing
Carr for _._,Anany years, wanted to vote in the lizards to exist on earth for Warrensburg, this week for
revised versionsof documents
beginning in May, 1924, once Democratic primary in millions of years, according to the National Conference on
outlining the decisions of
wrote: "It has whispered
Calloway County: "I've been National Geographic. Some Safety Education. Attendance
previous conferences. These
is
by
invitation
for this fivearound rather proudly that voting Democratic since lizards can look in two
drafts are the working paperk
Dr. Carr was the first Ph. D. to Cleveland." Dr. Carr ex- directions at once; others day work conference.
of the conference.
come and live in Murray."
have adhesive pads on their
piained
Sponsored jointly by the
_The products of the present
''Hoosier Schoolmaster"
At the age of 19, John toes that let them walk upside American Driver and Traffic coefetence_will
serve as the..
CarfZ
_Dther.._speetes_dtattr- Slirdty.Eiffie/itroft:-A-siociallorr--basic- policy
Bachelor of Arts degree in
his beloved Rachel Ashcraft color at-cording to their mood, and the 'Association of State statements safety education
in
the Course of Ancient
who had been an eighth grade the light, moisture or tern- Supervisors 'of Safety and in the years immediately
Classicsat
Indiana
pupil when he was a .qountry perature.
Driver Education,the purpose
ahead.

Mills At Conference

admission to the building by a
security guard.
But they were not the only
casualties of the security.
State Auditor George Atkins
was not allowed in his office in
the annex and Stevens could
not get into the Capitol.
Carroll was expected to
make a decision today on
further delaying the start of
the Legislature. It is expected
that whatever his decision, a
public hearing set for Wednesday and Thursday on the
fuel adjustment clause will be
postponed.
The hearing was to be held
In the Senate chamber by the
interim joint Public Utilities
and Transportation Committee. Removal of the fuel
adjustment clause, which
allows
utilities
to
automatically pass on higher
fuel costs to customers
without a hearing, is one of the
issues on the agenda of the
special legislative session.
Also cancelled Monday was
a meeting of the Legislature's
Personal Service Contract

Meetings of the governor's
task forces on education and
welfare, set for later this
week, have been cancelled.
The offices of both groups
were flooded and their records
heavily damaged.
The. quarterly meeting of
the
state
Board
for
Elementary and Secondary
Education was postponed
from today until Wednesday.
Also p4ptponed indefinitely
was today's meeting of the
Kentucky Historic Preservation Review Board.

ilednesdo
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Another legislative ineeung
whose status has been clouded
is a scheduled session Wednesday of the interim joint
Committee on Education. The
committee is due to hear from
University of Kentucky
President Otis Singletary and
University of Louisv),fle
President James Miller

oer's Sperl

r
VP°

Review Committee, which had
been scheduled to review 125
new contracts and six pacts
deferred from its last
meeting.
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BRUCE LEE CLAYTON,
son of Mr. and Mrs. James D.
Clayton, 1304 Olive Boulevard,
Murray. has been naned
named as one of the students
at David Lipscomb College,
Nashville, Tenn., to Who's
Who Among Colleges and
Universities. These students
are chosen on the basis of
academic achievement,
service to the community,
leadership in extra-curricular
activities, and future potential. Clayton received a full
tuition scholastic scholarship
to David Lipscomb after he
graduated as an honor student
from Murray High School. He
Is a senior at David Lipscomb
where he has been captain of
the debate team all three
years and has received many
awards, trophies, and a
scholarstdp in that field.
Clayton will graduate this
June with honors and will
enter Harvard School of
Theology this fall with a full
scholastic scholarship.
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Chesterfield Village Clothes
Residents in Elegant Privacy
Pr i%
low maintenance and energy cormervation were major &onside: erations in thtplanning of

touches are wood-burning
fireplaces, large walk-in
_closets, dressing rooms in
master bedrooms, built-in
Oak and Syqamore,the first. smoke detectors, automatic
renidentialievelopments in garage door openers and
Chesterfield Village.a 12M- fulLlandscaping.
. acw planned community in
Chesterfield Village also
• suburban St. Louis.
•
plans considerable office
Aimed at 'upper-middle- and commercial space. Sev•- class empty nesters and eral office buildings, a mayoungerfamities. the town- jor regionat-thopping mall,
• houses feature living space and a private sports club
comparable with the adja- are already up. Recreational
icent.single-farnily homes.
- When -corn ple.•ted, these first
two developments will have
more than 100 attached
townhouses and nearly 50
single-family patio homes.
Four floor plans ranging
from one to three stories
with two, three and four
bedrooms are available in
the townouse development
To reduce noise t ransmis.
..slop, the walls between
!units are separated by
sound-deadeningair space.
,
- Privacy ii a-elneve4 with
fenced -in atrium style__
• patios. Other features in
elude separate breakfast
rooms, dining rooms and
large sunken living roomg:
"We Made energy saving,
features an integral part of
our design,- says ,Don
Schaffer. vice president of
Sachs Properties, the developer.
All the townhouses and
the patio homes have R-30
attic insulation and the
patio homes have R-20 in
the walls. Insulated entry
. doors and power ventilation
are standard features.
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We Build Brick or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featdring:
Smoke Free Guarantee
25 Year Warranty & Peotection Plan
One Day Installation
No Foundation Required
Over 150 Models Available
•
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A FLEXIBLE PLAN for this three-bedroom house allows for an enlarged family-type kitchen in lieu of the third bedroom Another alternative would be the use of the third
bedroom as a dining room, sewing room or hobby room. The 1,212-square-foot house
might be built today as a home for a family .but would serve equally well for a "senior
citizen" couple. For more information, write—enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope—York & Schenke, Architects..P.C., 226 7th Street, Garden City, N.Y.. 11530.
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tikiNconr Own CeratnicTi&oratingl
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures

Distinctive, personal, original
— ceramic accessories styled
by you can enliven a home decor into a setting that is
uniquely yours.
Consider- lamp bases, vases.

.figurmes,-.-tableasirc- hanging
plant holders, door knobs and
other objects. Each can be an
original rendering in ceramic.
Not all creativity must be left
to the professionals. With a few
shortcuts — such as tracing paper and readymade molds -you, too, can create.
The hying room,for example,
can be the showcase of the
home. How about incorporating
the wall-covering pattern into
the lamp bases? In a smaller
dimension of contrasting colors,
the-tiniap-bases can-provide an
accent . note to the room's
"tone." The pattern of upholstery fabric also can serve for
a ceramic "repeat "
For the bathroom:, cosmetic
jars and door knobs can be of
individualized ceramic design,
The scheme can be carried into
the bedrooms oith drawe!.
knobs and table lamps.
The kitchen offers a variety
of possibilities, in the way of
drawer knobs, spice jars, flour

_ What's so unusual about square feet of living space. son, the solar-heated water
a two-and-a-half story Tudor The solar equipment is lo- is sent directly to the fan
style home in Evansville, cated in a two and one- coil and blown over a hot
Indiana,that from the street half car expanded garage. water coil to heat the air in
The roof collectors ab- the home.
looks like any other conventional home in the area? sorb the sun's energy to
From the basement to the
7 Just step around to the back. heat water in -the eolleedemonstra• On the rear roof are 48 tor circuit. A hot water roof, the solar:flat-plate solar collectors storage tank stores the tion . home has been de:covering more than 800. solar heated water for use signed and constructed for
They-provide- during clottely-pertMiC.An *pa,,isituni--:0444444*--coniiii:about 75 percent .of the advanced design absorp- vation. R-22 wall insulation
;home's air conditioning tion chiller, energized by and R-40 ceiling insulation
;and heating requirements. solar heated water, pro- coupled with other- energy
: Built for Arkla Industries vides from one-half to more conservation measures
have redbaza heat loss to
by Sun-Ter-Company of than three tons of air con- appro,ximately.
one-half
Newburgh, Indiana. the ditioning.
comparably sized
that
•
of
a
house has. four bedrooms, 'Chilled water flows to a
three and.one-half baths., a fan-coil unit. Air blowing home.
,full basement recreation over the cold water cools the
The windows and gliding
'and storage area and an home. Heat removed from doors throughout
the house
'upstairs balcony overlook- the home is dissipated are
manufactured by An• log the living space. hi all, throughuasuemporaivecoUla.—deatiMa-Gesperatinn-4
-43fty--8,4.
-tEer.--new solar de'monstra- ing tower
port, Minnesota.
tureens and the serving bowls
,
•tioh home has over 3,200
which you bring to the table
During the heating seasteaming with French onion
In addition to triple-pane
soup.
insulating glass to sharpl.
Making original ceramic oblimit heat loss through the
jects takes only a fest steps beglass areas, the Andersen
yond the figures you made in
windows and gliding doors
modeling clay as a child.
have factory-applied rigid
• Only now there is a choice of
vinyl weatherstripping for
several hundred molds that can
superior protection against
be bought, according to the Naheat-robbing air infiltrational Ceramic Manufacturers
tion.
•
Association. Supplies and kilns
as well as help are available at
Even the roof overhang in
the solar demonstration some 20,000 studios and workhouse was designed to take shops across the country.
You can start from scratch
advantage of the sun's seaand select a mold in which to
sonal angles—keeping it form
objects, or you can
-out during the -summer, but buy anyour
existing ceramic tile to
letting it in during the win- paint. You can have the final
ter months for-additional work tired by -a professional, or
heat.
you can buy your own kiln.

Olympic Plaza
Murray,Ky. 42071
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FIREPLACE

-The affordable future h
will have to do away with
waste. Every inch of
must be utilized to the f
For instance, the living
family rooms may have to
way to a single 'great' r
Basements in many houses
disappear. So will long
ways and oversized bedrooms.
Many other changes must he
made to make the dream ho*
attainable from an econonillt
standpoint. Construction teeniques, 'already beginning kw

failitY KITCHEN
130.21°

Built-in masonry fireplaces add a touch of elegance
to the living rooms of Oak and Sycamore.the initial
residential developments in Chesterfield Village.
Doulsie-glazed Andersen Corporation gliding doors
are one of the major energy saving features along
with. R-30 attic insulation and R-20-in walls.

Atinat three fourths of the--energy required to heat
and cool this home comes from the sun. The solar
demonstration home has 48 flat-plate solar collectors on the rear roof and triple-pane insulating glass
in the Andersen Corporation windows and gliding
doors to sharply limit heat loss through the glass
areas.

Pogi
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsleatures
The would-be home owner of
the year 2000 will have to see
Life in somewhat simplified
terms. ff he doesn't analyze his
needs and values and effectively convey them to the architectural profession, he may be
left out in the cold, literally and
figuratively.
Those sentiments belong to:
architect Charles Koty, a specialist in residential designs.
Since he has created a number

areas are designed to fill-out
the site and will 1Se located
fairly close to the various
residential areas. The first
of several lakes is completed and the adjacent
clubhouse, swimming pool
and tennis courts are under
construction.
About 20 percent of the
land is expected to remain
open space for the enjoyment of Chesterfield Village residents.

VPIAIDTg..414_ Andersen_
Corporation windows are
used throughout. Andersen
windows are noted for their
good looks, low maintenance--and---ability - to- eon—
serve energy.
Among the other luxury .

ON THE

HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Here's the Answer ffi}

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatares
Q. — The fireplace in our living room seems to work very
well The draft is good and no
smoke comes into the room
when a fire IS on. Lately, however, we notice a slight drip
into the pit of the fireplace
whenever there is a heavy rain
storm, especially if it is accompanied by high winds Can you
tell us what is causing this?
A. — Nearly all chimneys
have either caps or smoke
shelves If yours has either,
then the water must be coming
in through the bricks themselves or via an opening in the
chimney flashing. You can inspect the part of the chimney
that is exposed and the flashing
at the point,where the chimney
disappears into the roof, assuming that you are experienced and agile enough t.5
do roof work; but if you cannot
find the source of the leak, you
will have to hire a professional.
In many cases, the openings
are such that the rain does not
get through unless driven by
wind.
•
•
Q.
Our living room floor
was varnished many years ago.
It is beginning to look a bit
seedy. We are thinking about
finishing it this time with a
penetrating wood sealer which
we understand is easier to

wood. You will have to remove
the varnish, preferably via
sanding. Rent a floor sander,
but be sure to take possession
of it shortly before beginning
the job, otherwise you will be
paying for the rental during a
period when the sander is idle.
Q. — Our shingled house had
a wood preservative applied to
it about five yeats ago. Now we
want to paint it . white. Does
anything have to be put on over
the preservative before we apply the paint? Or do we have to
remove the preservative first'
Someone told us that the paint
will not adhere over the present
finish, which is completely colorless.
A. — The preservative sinks
into the wood and acts as a
sealer It cannot be applied
over paint, but paint most certainly can be applied over it,
especially if it is the clear type
without pigmented materials.
However, before going ahead
with the job, inspect the exterior walls carefully and
smooth down any irregWarAs
and tighten any loose shingles
-( For either of Andy Lang's
booklets, "Wood Finishing III
the Home" or "Paint Your
House Inside and Out," send 35
cents and a long. STAMPED,
s e I (-address...A envelope to
Know-How, P, O. Box 477, Hunt- ton, N.Y. iiis3 touesiltins or
eneral interest wilt be an-

in certion areyi ran this be
ay tbs.varnish? -- Inverted trthesubleare,-bot
A.

- No. That type of finish
is intended to be applied to raw
V

coi i espoodefaie cannot
be undertaken

There are home kilns requiring

rid

special wiring, starting at

approximately $60.
After you have picked the
mold, pouring into it the liquefied clay, called "slip," is like
pouring gelatin dessert into a
kitchen mold.
After the clay dries, it conies
out. Of . the mold bearing the
contours desired. This form is
called "green ware," because it
is in the green stage awaiting
finishing. It first requires
scouring with a pad or sponge
to smooth its surface.
Next come ttle colors and other decorations. These can be
applied ''free hand," or you
may choose stencils and decals
for special surfaces, ranging
from fur and wood textures to
metallic and marbelizing •Rffects.
lir ePtvating the- pattern of
wall coverings and upholstery
fabrics, tracing material is
used to transfer the details.
Firing is the stage that hardens the ceramic into its usable

state, and can be done in a studio kiln unless you decide to
buy one.
- -Many options are open to the
non-professiozial ceramic former..If you would prefer to begin the object at the decorating
stage, skipping the molding
steps, most ceramic studios offer a seTeCTfon of "greenware"
ready for painting. In fact, you
can get a ceramic object already -fired — a fired "greenware," so to speak, called a
"bisque."
It comes out of the kiln with
a white matte finish which you
can decorate with pigments and
trim that do not require firing.
The product is ready for use as
soon as your paint dries.
So,ceramics, instead of being
a complicated exercise of talent, are actually within the
touch of -every homemaker. If
you have ever longed to find
accessories that identify your
home as exclusively yours, this
is an opportunity to furnish it
with true originals. Your own.

WINDOWS ON ROOF of passive solar energy house
of architect Charles Koty are above a sun garden
directly in the center of the floor layout.
change, must go even farther
of solar energy houses. I asked
him what those phrases indicated in the way of such
structures.
"They mean," he said, "that
while active solar energy
houses are here to stay and will
be built in increasing numbers,
the so-called passive solar energy systems will become almost
mandatory in the years ahead_
"Unlike active solar energy,
the passive type does not rely
on collectors and other such
hardware. It utilizes architecture itself and natural laws
to capture, store and distribute
the sun's heat.
"The basic elements in the
design are a south-facing glass
wall that invites the winter sun
and an overhang to. block off
unwanted heat in the summer.
A greenhouse may be provided
to aid in heating and humidity
control.
"The energy-efficient future
home will have to be tightly detailed, properly insulated and
carefully sited to take advantage of solar offerings."
What about house and room
sizes?
"That's where the part about
simplifiCatitsi of viewpoint
comes in," Koty said.
-

towards getting pre-completed
components transplanted for
on-site erection.
"House finishes will have to
require little or no maintenance, since periodic painting,
whether exterior or interior, is
costly, time-consuming and disruptive," he said.
Other changes will be dictated by such things as the
emergence of women as cobreadwinners, leaving less time
for what is loosely called housework, and the increasing
strength of ecology movements,
Koty said.
A long time ago, he added,
"Frank Lloyd Wright said that
the most necessary thing in architecture was the same thing
most needed in life — integrity.
"That's still true. But the
house of tomorrow will have to
cope with a new set of rules if
it is to maintain its viability as
well as its integrity."
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(Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this new*:
paper Al Box 5, Teaneck,
07666.)
hen Cabinets

°Emirs
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
Custom Built Furniture

Refshishom 8 Pervrrs
e.
Sol.d 8,CPIS
Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
tiri,v.641 S 1.1urfav
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'

on
Basic Convertible Cooktop*
when purchased with

JENN-AIR'S BUILT-IN
-Self Cleaning Double Oven
*Cooktop cartridges not included in this offer„

jenn-Alr's "Convertible
Cooktop" t'or whatever
you cook
Broil
Grill
Griddle Piin
/
Rotiss
Shish kebab
Deep-fry

MODELS 88891!)
88891,88889,
2370, 2365,
2300, 2360

MODEL 3§00ESC

• This incredibly versatile Jenn-Air grill-range lets you do it all and brings the
flavor of outdoor cookery indoors! See it for yourself . . . it can make every
- meal more flavorful and a lot more fun! •
• Add'the deluxe double oven, upper oven self-cleaning, complete with clock
control, minute minder, and a host of other great featufes for, Conventional
baking and coasting — and you're ready for virtually unlimited flexibility this
deluxe combination'offers.
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Evansville Rally Results In Aces'
1st Win, Drops Murray To 0-6
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
Evansville led by a point, 19
seconds remained in the game
and coaches Ron Greene and
Dick Walters planned their
strategy.
"I told them to just run their
regular offense, and to get the
ball to the man with the good
shot," said the Racers'
Greene.
"I told them no fouls. I
figured they would try to get
the ball to No. 22 (Roy
Taylor), and I told them that if
Murray was going to win,they
would have to do it from 25
feet," said the Aces' Walters.

dressing room after the horn
sounded, obviously to protest
a call — or a lack of one.
''There was definitely a foul
after thalshot," said Greene.
"There were people all over
Mann's back."
That final quarter-minute
frenzy was indicative of the
game's last seven minutes.
The Racers managed a 56-50
advantage with 6:47 left on a
three-point play by John
Randall -The 6-8 senior drove
the baseline, was fouled and
was awarded the basket. His
free throw gave Murray its
six-point lead.

meant.
just isn't what you want in that
. Murray went into its four- type of situation."
corner offense, an attempt to
McGhee sank the layup and
kill time from the clock by was fouled by Taylor. The free
stalling with the ball. But throw gave Evansville its 59when Lowry attempted to hit 58 advantage with 49 seconds
But Murray took the lead Roy Taylor with a looping remaining.
again on Keith Oglesby's pass away from the basket,
don't think it was Ron
layup off a fine pass from the Aces' Daniell McGhee Greene's decision to go the
David Lowry. And after the intecepted it and raced for his four-corners
that
beat
Racers regained possession of goal.
Murray," said Walters. "It
the ball with 1:30 left, Greene
"David had played a great was his team's failure to
signaled "four" with his hand, game up until then," said execute it. I don't think any
and everyone knew what he Greene.'But a pass like that coach in the country would
disagree with that strategy."
Even 30 minutes after the
Evansville 59, /Arany Si
fg Igst It Ito reb pl tip
game, it was a still-relieved
3 14
3
0
7 14 O
Keith Oglesby
Walters that spoke. "I've
2 14
6
6
4
5 II
John Randoll
coached junior-college teams
Consecutive fouls
by
ss, 6 15
2 12
2
0
O
Roy Taylor
in the finals before, but not
Taylor got the ball alright, Randall and Mann followed
4 10
6
0
5
O
7
Allen Mann
even they compare to the
8
1
2
0
but not in a position to shoot. that put the Aces in the bonus
4
8
O
David Lowry
feeling I have after this vicO
0
0
2
0
0
Barry Snow
O
He managed to shovel it to situation in at the free throw
O
O
0
Hermon Boyd
1
3
0
tory," he said.
0
forward Alan Mann, who fired line — a factor Greene pointed
0
0
0
0
O
O
0
Bobo Jackson
When it was suggested that
a turnaround eight-footer that out.
O
0
0
Gordon Melton
0 00
0
possibly the game had been a
bounded off the back of the
Team
"I told them in a timeout not
"must-win" situation for his
6 25 14 58
4
27 55
Totals
_
-—
to foul, becauk Evansville
team, Walters strongly
Imam&
Players from both teams wasn't yet in the bonus, and
disagreed. "I don't think any
8
4
3 13
3
7
Barry Weston
.5
scuffled for the ball, but time that was definitely to our
1 12
1
0 0
. 6 11
Eric Harris
game this year will be that
ran out and Evansville had advantage. But we committed
Scott Anderson
3 3 3 4 3 3 9
type of game. We're in a
7
1
1
I
1
Darnell McGhee
3 '5
escaped with a 59-58 victory two quickly and it hurt us
unique situation here this
6
3
3
0
.0
Theren Bullock
3
last night at the Sports-Arena, later," Greene said.
season,
but we view each
Mike Watley
3 5 0 0 2 0 6
its first triumph of the season.
6-10 center Barry Weston hit
game as one in itself —
4
4
4
2
2
5
Steve Long
,
For Murray, it meant a sixth a five-foot bank shot to cut the
I
nothing more."
2
1
0 0 0
Lorry Olsthoorn
_
straight loss without a victory. Racers' lead to four points,
Team
That unique situation is an
Greene followed an official then to two by hitting two free
Totals
25 43 1 11 25 16_ _39
attempt to rebuild a program
Attendonce7
Halftime, Murray 3-5-34
4,500(es)
into the tunnel leading to the throws.
following the Dec. 11, 1977,
tragedy in which the entire
Evansville basketball team,
rookie coach Bobby Watson
and several school officia1e29 in all — were killed in a
plane
Both the Racers and
Evansville entered last night's
game with 0-5 season marks.
Though Murray led 35-34 at
the half, it certainly didn't
gain the advantage because of
faulty Evansville shooting.
The Aces hit 15 of 23 field-goal
attempts (65 percent),
compared to the Racers' 16 of
33(48.5).
Evansville finished with a
25-of43— performance J58
percent), far above its
cummulative average of 43
percent. But it only followed
the trend of past winners over
Murray at home this season.
Both Tennesee Wesleyan and
Mississippi College- hit well
over half their field-goal attempts.
Oglesby and Randall led the
Racers withl14 points each,
follwed by Taylor with 12 and
Mann with 10. Eric Harris
chippped in 12 points for
Evansville.
"I've never worked so hard
Barry Snow looks to on official for a possible foul in the opening minute of last night's Murray State-Evansville clash in the Sports
in my life," Greene said. "I'm
Arena. No foul was called, and Evansville went on to win 59-58.
emotionally drained. It's
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
tough to lose games like this
one and Samford (a 54-52 loss
Dixieland Center, Murray ie
.̀
last Saturday)."
Murray hosts UT-Martin to
a 7:30 p.m. contest in the
Sports Arena Wednesday
before taking on Campbell
College Saturday.
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Two minutes passes before
the Aces managed to tie the
game at 56-all on Weston's
spectacular tip-in of a missed
shot with 2:33 left.

Can Wilt Do It?

Possible Chamberlain Return
Is Mind-Boggling

By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
Will Wilt Chamberlain make
a comeback with the Chicago
Bulls? That such a prospect
can even be seriously considered is mind-boggling.
• Consider the impact such a
move might have:
Would the Baltimore Colts,
searching for a backup
quarterback to Bert Jones,
crank up Johnny Unitas'
passing arm?
Would the New York
Yankees, anxious to unload
some of George" M. Steinbrenners:, dollars on a
designated hitter, pull Joe
DiMaggio away from his
coffee-maker?
Would
the
Montreal
Canadiens, eager to lock up
their tunpteerith Stanley Cup,
refuel the Rocket, Maurice
Richard?
And if Chamberlain did
ciltea
on comeback, would the
Celtics bring back Bill
Russell? He'd be perfect as a
backup player-coach for Dave
Cowens.
Actually, it's hard to
imagine that the 42-year-old
Chamberlain, ,who once
scored 100 points in a game
and averaged 50.4 points per
game for the 1962 National
Basketball
Association
season., Orould want to risk

"If anybody in the world can
do it, Wilt's the one," said
Chicago Coach Larry Costello.
"He's a great athlete and he's
apparently in good condition.
We've been looking since
training camp for 4 backup
center who could give us 10 or
12 minutes a game; mayby
Wilt is the man."
Add Costello to the list of
NBA coaches'Who are fed up
with the league's anti-zone
defense rule.
"The defensive 'threesecond rule is the worst rule in
the NBA," said Costello, who
coached his 700th NBA 'game
Saturday night. "A guard
could be in the lane and they'o
call it a zone, as if he's really
going to block a shot. It's
ridiculou&"
One purpose of the no-zone
rule is supposed to be to keep
teams from sagging off on the
league's big centers, but
Costello says that happens all
the time to C'hicago's 7-footer,
Gilmore.
The Greek' Grapevine will
not be a part of the halftime
show on CBS' Sunday
telecasts of., NBA games,
which begin next month.
Many people around the
NBA were upset over the
segment, by Jimmy "the

Loutattaalathr,
a comeback. But stranger ported to pevkle • inside inthews- Wive -happened, and ii..--forrnatton-- err -•-treppeavingiothe money is right and around the league. And so the
Chamberlain needs a few Grapevine has been pruned
extra bucks whknows"
from this Reason'q showq

Squeezing Out The Victory
John Randall (21) and Roy Taylor sandwich Evansville's Eric Harris in Murray State's 59-58 loss to
the Aces in the Sports Arena last night. For Evansville, it meant a first victory after five losses.
For Murray, an 0-6 record.
Staff photo by Tony Wilson

Trouble Brewing
Oil Hoosier Team

At last—

copiesmith a
difference
you can see

By the Associated Press
leading scorer Ray Tolbert, a
LOUISVILLE — Three sophomore center; No. 2
Indiana University basketball scorer Mike Woodson,a junior
players have been dismissed forward; sophomores Eric
from the team and five others Kirchner and Phil Isenbarger,
are on probation in an ap- and freshman Landon Turner
parent —dispute with Coach — all reserves, the newspaper
Copies from our new
Bobby Knight, according to a said.
low-cost filartCoz
report published...Tuesday— ,....ssesonse-probatidrisfsarintitffiffte---b
something else They're
The Louitville Courierbut the five will still be able to
rich. black. Solids are
Journal said in Tuesday's
play in Saturday's game
completely filled Some say
editions it learned of the squad
against
Kentucky
in
they look as if they've been
shakeup late Monday from Kit
Bloomington, Ind., the
printed See for yourself no
Klingelhoffer, assistant sports
newspaper said.
obligation. Call us.
information director at
Klingelhoffer said the
Indiana.
scholarships of the eight
IBII
The newspaper said the players involved are not afthree players dismissed were fected.
guard Tommy Baker of
"This action was taken with
Jeffersonville,
Ind.; the full concurrence of
swingman Don Cox of Athletic - Director Ralph
Indianapolis and forward Jim Floyd," Klingelhoffer said.
116 NORTH 7TH
Roberson of Rochester, N.Y.
Knight could not be reached
MAYFIELD
247-5912
Placed on probation were for comment.
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Relentless Tigers I A
Scalp Wingo 68-51

MSU Women Top
Eastern iii. 64-52
CHARLESTON, Ill. — If at
first you don't succeed —
shoot, shoot again. That may
well have been Murray State
women's basketball coach
Jean Smith's halVine talk to
her team last nighp
Tied with Eastern Illinois at
26-all after the first twenty
minutes, the Racers erupted
for 38 second-half points on 57percent shooting to. wallop the
Panthers 64-52.
In doing so Murray snapped
a two-game losing streak and
increased its won-lost record
to 4-3. How? "By a total team
effort," said Smith.
No one scored more than 12
points for the Racers, but six
players scored at least five.
Cindy Barris and Jeanette
Rowan led the way with 12
each, followed by Jackie
Mounts and Laurie Lynn` with
10 and 9,respectively.
"No one individual sticks
out in my mind as playing
better than anyone else," said
Smith. "This is the kind of
game that makes me feel good
as a coach."
Murray hit only 10 of 28
shots in the first half as the
. two teams traded the lead
several times. It remained
close until the late stages,
when the Racers' depth on the
bench enabled them to pull
away.
Smith and Murray were
,coming off two losses, in-.
eluding a 74-72 heartbreaker
to Northern Kentucky in
which the Racers led until the
very end.
"I didn't know how we were

ball, too."
The two teams combined for
58 turnovers, but only 28 fouls
were whistled. -We weren't
used to the type of officiating
we received," Smith said. "It
was fair, but play was much
more free than we're used to."
Jody Fury and Jo Huber led
the Panthers with 12 points
each, followed by Marsha
Harris with 10.
The Racers face North
Alabama in first-round action
of a tournament at UT-Martin
Friday in a 6 p.m. contest. The
winner will battle the MartinArk. Little Rock winrer
Saturday. A consolation game
will precede the championship
battle.

going to play after losing a
game like that," Smith said.
"Burthey really bounced back
well."
Barris, recovering from a
bout with the flu, hit five of
seven shots from the field and
two free throws. She is now 25
of 26 from the _charity stripe,
with her only miss coming
against
Northern
last
Saturday.
6-2 center Mary Jane Gates
gathered a season-high 12
points on 5-o1-8 shooting.
"That's her best game so far,"
said Smith. ''But she's
carrying 20 academic hours
this semester, and it makes it
tough an her to play basket-

Memel IA, Eastern IIin.is 52
fff fga ft Ira reb pf tp
Cindy/terra: .
7 ,2
2
2
1 12
5
Jeanette Rowan
0
0
4- 3 12
6 10
Mary Jone Gates
5
8
0
0
2
7 10
Jackie Mounts
4 11
1
1
6
0
Loura Lynn
3
9
0
0 0
2
6
Tommy Boone
........... ! 2
5
2
4 2 5
Kathy Hughes
2
3
0
0
0
2
4
Kim Morris
2
0
0
0
0
1
I
Marla Kelsch
.1
7
0
0
0
0
2
w•
Lisa LaMar
0
0
2
2
0
1
2
Totals
29 6!
6
7 22 16 64

r

Isom Moss
Jody Fury
Jo Huber
Marsha Harris
Joann Archer
Jane Bertolinol
Lisa Williams
Vede Sargent
Lois Gryder
Sandy Thorpe
Nancy SoegesSEW
Cynttaa Jones
Glenda Simmering
Totals
Halftime 26-26

6
6
5
2

8
10
7
3
- 4
2 11
1
5
0
2
0
0

0

0
0
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
0

0
1
0
2
0
0
1
3
0
0

0
1
22 51

0
-41

0
7

0

7

7
5
1
2

2
3
1

0.
2
I
O

2
3
0
0

12
12
10
6
4
4
2
2
0

0 0
-4-------0- _0
O
20

0
12

United States Wins
Davis Cup,But No
CelebratingFollows

0
52

Laurel county Maintains
Ranking In Girls Basketball
75 points.
Lafayette traded places, and
The other teams in,the top Russell, Mercy and Holy
five are Louisville Assump- Cross „each gained a spot as
tion, 4-0; Lexington Lafayette, Breathitt County slipped from
5-0, and Louisville Butler, 1-2. seventh to 10th.
Butler is the only team in the
A drastic shakeup could
top 10 with a losing record.
occur_Wis week„however as
- The Sedind five Mathes 'Laurel County, Paris, Butler
County, Russell. and Russell play in the Lady
Allen
- -Louisville's Mercy Academy, Kat Invitational at the
Covington Holy, Cross and University of Kentucky.
Breathitt County.
The three-day -tournament,
All 10 teams were ranked in which includes a separate
last week's poll with only women's college tournament,
minor changes. Butler and begins Thursday with Notre
Dame meeting Russell at 1
p.m. Tates Creek will play
skaackaza.mtseeisnettsielbaso
weismossuagsegssessiaidaskag
Butler. ,at 2:30, Lexington
0
ass*
-.sr...Shop For Christmas At
Catholic Will face Partrarr.30
and Laurel County will play
Fort Knox - in the 8 p.m.
nightcap.
Aurora, Ky.

By the Associated Press
Laurel County maintains its
first-place standing in The
Associated Press Kentucky
girls high school basketball
poll, but as many as three
„rankat_WW115 could have a
shot at the defending state
champions this week.
Ray Bowling's.Cardinals, 60, won nine of 10 first place
votes cast Monday and 98 total
points. Paris.5-0, holds second
place after receiving the
remaining first-place vote and
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DISCOUNTS
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personal fouls in the game. throughout the second half to
By KEVIN PENICK
win going away, though they
Senior guard Mike Bradshaw
Sports Writer
Wingo's Scott Tucker fouled out in the last quarter had several men in foul
pumped in 11 field goals to and Boone and Brad Taylor trouble. Nick Swift twisted an
lead all scorers with 30 points, accumulated four each. Wingo ankle and had to be helped off
the floor late in the game,
but R wasn't enough to stop was whistledfor justIOAnds.
"At times we played well but shouldn't miss any action.
/ Murray High from gaining its
"We dominated the boards
third straight victory, a 68-61 and at times we didn't," said
decision over..the Indians in Miller." We definitely didn't throughout the game due to
the Murray High gymnasium play the way we did against our height advantage," said
Tilghman. If we had, we Miller, "and our shot selection
last night.
-Tucker is the best shooter wouldn't have won that was very good for the most
Part."
we've seen this year," said game."
Murray travels to Symaonia
"We'll have to play better as
Murray High coach Cary
Miller." He had 11 field goals the year goes on to keep our tonight before facingilickman
while the rest of his team only record up," he said. "But its County in first-round action of
Calloway
still early, and I'm, sure that the
County
had seven."
Murray had its own scorers, we'll play better than we did Christmas Tournament
Thursday.
however, in 6-5 center Howard tonight."
t See Tigers, page 9)
Boone, fotward Ed Harcourt • Murray easily held the lead
and guard Mike Bradshaw.
Murray Nigh 61, Christina County 47
Boone poured- in 10 field goals
fg Igo ft fta rib pf fp
to finish with 23 points.
1 27
7
9 13
Tanya Alexander
10 16
Bradshaw scored 13 and
14 4
7
1
Joiner.
Washer .
.377
Hareourt had 10.
3 IT
Jon Washer
6
5
6
5
3
An aggressive man-Itknall
4
9
7
1
2
6
Laurie Morgan
4defense marked Murray's
5 2
1
Rhoysho Griffith
2
2
-0
3
4
0
3
Starr Jones
1
I, 4
first quarter of action as it
1
3
3
2
1
5
0
Candy Jackson
jumped to an early 18-8 lead.
1
0
0
1
Kay Russell
2
0
0
The Tigers scored repeatedly
0
1
0
0
Velvet Jones
0
0
0
throughout the game on a
1
0
0
0
Donna Rousse
0
0
Harcourt-to-Boone pass that
1
0
0
0
0
Storey Curd
0
0
resulted in numerous layups.
24 53 20 30 37 22 68 Totals
Christian Co. Garnett, 15, Gowan, 12: Williams. 4, C. Gowan, 2;
The Indians were hanCronery, 8; Walston, 2. Hollowell, 2: Brown, 2.
dicapped without their big
20 31 55-68
Murray
man, 6-0 senior Mitch Glisson,
Christian
13 25 39 47
who was out with a knee injury. Only three Wingo
players were six-feet or better
Roy Taylor leaps high to tap in a missed shot for two of his 12
in height.
Ideal Gifts
points against Evansville. Nonetheless, Murray State dropped
"We were hurt without
for
its sixth straight game, 59-58.
Glisson. We had no one to stop
Staff photo by Tony Wilson
Christmas
Harcourt as he kept passing
over his head to Boone," said
from
Wingo
coach
Wayne
Wadlington,
HE
"Taylor provides us with a
lot of leadership, but we've
SMOKE . 102N. 4th
just got a-lot of young players,
SHOPPe753-3!74
and- young players make
,/
mistakes," Wodlington - said.'
.
"You just can't Make
•
",SI/4
mistakes against Murray and
bBD
win like you can with other
ik
oce
t,i‘eers°
coolo4
teams."
tit
great
capitals
of
the
game,
By WILL GRIMSLEY
Wingo tried to stage a
such as England's Wim- comeback in the second
AP Special Cciiiispondent
.-- Name Brand Pipes v.Blended Tobaccos
The United States won. back bledon, Australia's Kooyong, quarter but was met by a
v Imported Cigars r. Genuine Leather Pouches
the Davis Cup over the France's Rolland Garros or tough Tiger fullcoart press.
Humidor
for Cigars 8 Tobacco ...Pipe Rocks
weekend, reasserting after six the United States' Forest Hills The Indians made some
Colibri Pipe Lighters
Ceramic
i-Tobacco Jars
years its international tennis and Flushing Meadow.
headway as they picked-up 16
-Unique
Ash
Trays
Gift
r
Certificates
supremacy. Hip, hip, hooray?
points. Six of those came from
It was awarded to the
Look at at all those people
free throws awarded them due
Christmas Hours
diffiting milie Streets — horns Mission-Hills-Cauntry_Clah_in to Murray's aggressive play.
ik34-8:-00 Mon,—Sal.
Rancho Mirage; Calif., 'a
blowing, flags waving, bells
The Tigers committed 22
1-5 Sun.
ringing, crowds pressing to pleasant' spot hidden away in
hoist the conquering heroes the ultraposh desert area of
onto their shoulders. Well, not Palm Springs — not exactly
the kind of place to appeal to
exactly.
A better description of the the masses. -.
reaction, despite the HerThe event was held in virculean performance of 19- tual semi-privacy
before
year-old John McEnroe, was a
crowds of 4,000 to 5,000 in
. mammoth yawn:
contrast to the tens of
Tbe Davis Cup,. like the old 'thousands - who vie
for
gray mare, "ain't what she
breathing room at - Wimused to be."
bledon, Flushing Meadow and.
The revered silver bowl, other
well-known- court cenwhich has been • shuttled
ters.
across oceans, guarded like
the Queen's jewels and inDuring the week it comscribed with the names of the peted with Pete Rose's free
LET'S YOU COOK A COMPLETE MEAL AT ONE TIME!
game's greatest, is turning to agent pyrotechnics and the
tarnish. It is the regrettable baseball meetings in Florida.
including
victim sport's modern day Then on Saturday and Sunday
a colorful Guide &
money binge.
Recipe Cookbook,
it went head-to-head with the
The 1978 Davis Cup finals, National Football League,
tennis' version of the Super with 'its packed stadia and
Bowl and World Series, was saturation of the major TV
not consigned to one of the networks.

The winners of the first two
games will meet in Friday's
serilifinal game at 1 p.m. and
the winners of the second two
games will play at 2:30.
The championship game is
scheduled for 6 p.m. Saturday.

:4t(

Double.•Diny

MICROWAVE.SHELF

Southwest Girls
Win 4th Straight
Donna Coles scored nine
points to pace the Southwest
girls to a 23-15 victory over
East Calloway and their
fourth-straight triumph last
night in junior-high basketball
action.
In the boys game, East
topped Southwest 58-48.

OPEN
YOUR
CHARGE
ACCOUNT

NQWL
To Pay

Southwest girls — Donna
Coles, 9; Lynn Cothran, 5;
Cindy Anderson, 5; Melissa
Paschall,2; Tammy Tress,2
East girls
—
Vicki
Houghton, 2; Beth Hooks, 8;
Miller, 1; Greene, 3; Jackson,
1.
Auk boa -- Jeff sifisT*Hil,_
- 17; Marl( Williams,
17; Terry
Stubblefield,4.
Southwest

Jeff

But-
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WITH THE PURCHASE OF ANY GE MICROWAVE OVEN

MICROWAVE OVEN

terworth, 21; Pat Hicks, 2;
Chris- Sheridan, 8; Darren
Howard, 5; Tracy Carraway,
2.
By the Associated Press
Colleges
F.AST
Adelptu 67. fkieton U 65
Bucknell 80. Cornell 60
East Stroudsburg 116, Siena 85
yairrielii 74, Montdatr 59

The East girls led 4-0 after
!semi
one quarter, but Southwests, Delta St. 92, Troy
St 64
outscored the visitors 13-4' in
Eva:ovule so. mums>, state 54
73
CNC-Asheville
M.
Georgia
the second frame for a 13-8
Georgia St 103, Morehouse 76
halftime lead.
Georgia Southern 93, South Alabama 91
Jeff Garrison's 27 points
vs. Commonwealth U. N. Carolina
70
Central
helped the East boys even
West GeorgisLI10_,
their season record at 2-2-Jeff
Western Carolina 111, Presbyterian 511
MIDWEST
Butterworth led Southwest
Central Michigan 46. mind. State 63
with 21 points as the Lakers
Dayton in, Cal Poly-Pomona 87
fell to 1-3.
beta 87, Iowa State 66
Southwest hosts Murray
Middle Monday to a 6:30 p.m.
contest, while East faces
.Dover,Tenn., Monday.

And the
Calloway
Mina Todd
and grabt
pace the L
„ pasting of
, Gymnasiui
• game ma
consecuti'
Calloway v

Lang Beach St 64, Okla. St. 91
Loyola Chico 69, k4vter (Ohio 73
Marshall 114, Ohio Wesleyan 106
Mineneri 57, Sacramento State 53
Oakland 77, Detroit Mercy 54
Purdue 73, Arizona St 63
St. lazuli 16, Missoun,St Loltint 84
Southern Illinois er Northern Mined 75
SOUTHWEST
Art/anus 66, Southeast Missouri 51
Rice WO, Doane College 75
Southern el, Arkansas-lame Rock 61
Southern Methodist U, Vanderbilt 64
Tennessee State Mk Muldie Tennessee 84
Texas Arlington 1011, Hardin-Simmons N
Texas Tech IS. Northwood la. 17
FAR MINT
California-Irvine 57, Seattle Pecrne 47
MootaaSO.0 of P
Ieutlorm Utah et, Westminster 54
„Utilhainle 91,Se
rani
Weber State- IF I
W Montana U. Montana Tech n
Western New Mexico 12, Adams St 75.
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MODEL JET110

Cooks Three Ways!
model teatutes Mit:Mote: ".Coutist Panel and lets
vOu cod( last 6y Time or temperature' or slow go the
AtAdMatit Simmer N Gook 'Selling MicioThermomster'
Temperature Control Memory buy ' and Memory Recall
Digital Clock Far Pcraw levels Cohost function with
°vital Countdown *mom I 3 Cu Ft Capacity Audible
Feed Back am Function' and POMP( Level Inecator
ppets t-

Complete Price!

8995

FULL.COLOR GE GUIDE TO MICROWAVE COOKING & RECIPE BOOK INCLUDED
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1
s .1A Greyhound Down
Lakers Cruise Past Reidland For Sixth Straight
51
second half to
, though they
nen in foul
rift twisted an
be helped off
in the game,
is any action.
sd the boards
game due to
antage," said
shotSabetion
for 1St MOIR
s to Symaonia
cing.Hickman
ound action of
'yr
County
fournament
lige 9)

pf fp
1 27
5 14— 3 Ir
4
9
5 "2
0
3
3
2
1
0
0 0
0
0
0
0
37 22 68
,C. Gowan, 2
rob
13
1
5
6
1
4
3
1
1
I
I

31 55 68
25 39 47

And the beat goes on — for everyone played well," said
Calloway County opponents. Davis. Everyone played, and
Mina Todd poured in 23 points all but two scored. Guard Rose
and grabbed 11 rebounds to Ross chipped in 10 points,
pace the Lakers girls to a 73-34 while Kim Willie and Penny
pasting of Reidland in Jeffrey Overbey lidded eight each.
;Gymnasium last night. The
Dawn Redden and Melissa
game marked the seventh
.consecutive triumph for Miller pulled down seven
rebounds each as the Lakers
, Calloway without a defeat.
totaled 59. "We played very
r • "I'm sick, my whole team is aggressively, about as well as
''' sick. Everyone has bad we can," said Davis.
'- colds," said Laker coach
Ahead 35-16 at the half,
Marianne Davis. But that Calloway upped the margin to
*•didn't keep Calloway from 20 after three periods before
.• making the game a rout in the outscoring the Greyhounds 20, second period over the hapless 11 in the final quarter.
Greyhounds.
Onle team, Marshall
The Lakers, leading 14-10 CountY Us given the Laker
after one period, scored 21 girls even a scare thus far.
second-quarter points to take The two teams battled evenly
a 19-point halftime edge.
before a Calloway surge late
,."This was a game when in the game gave it a 20-point

C4
).'

)
Ocy

)0CCOS

ither Pouches
Pocks
>e Lighters
cotes

Calloway led just 26-23 after
three quarter but outscored
the visitors 9-4 thereafter.

Calloway — Dan Key, 12;
Brad Miller, 9; Ricky
Houston,8; Ricky Sheridan,4;
Tommy Workman, 2; Don
Hargrove,0.

Calmly 71, Reillawl 14
tg Igo
II 17
•
.. 3 14
.
•
4 6
. . 3 6
.
2 9

ft (to reb pf tp
Mina Todd
1
3 11
4 23
Rose Ross
4
7
5 1 10
Kim Willie
0
3
0
4 8
Penny Overbey
2
2
1
1
8
Down Redden
b o 7 1 4
Melissa Miller
..l1 2 3 7 3 4
Angrie Futrell
.. 1
7
3
Mimi Winchester
. . 1 4 0.0 3 0
2
Stephanie Wyatt
.4
I
1
3 0
0
6
1
2
Ledono Overbey .
..0
1
2
3
2
0
2
Sherri Miller .
0
2
1
0
2
Jenger Coursey .
0
2
2
I
0
2
Renee Overbey . .
. 0
2 0 0
1
0
0
Mary Wagoner.
0
2 0
0
4
0 0
Gina Hoke
.
0
3
1
2
5
2
1
Totals
28 69 17 27 59 17 73
Reidland t McConnell, 13 Sporrier. 2 Jarvis. 7, Powell, 8 Burnett 2 Bishop 2
•
Reidland
10 16 23 - 34
Collovvoy
14 35 53-73

That was the winning
margin for the Lakers when
they thumped Hickman 63-34
in their second game.
Laker fresh 35, Wimp 27
Dan Key scored eight points
and hauled in 12 rebounds to
propel the Calloway County
frosh to their fifth straight
victory.
Brad Miller and Ricky
Houston scored nine and eight
points, respectively, while
Ricky Sheridan chipped in
four and grabbed nine

Murray High's Ed Harcourt sails through the air as a Wingo player watches. The Tigers increased
their record to 3-0 with.68-51 triumph last night. Harcourt scored 10 points.

Total Team Effort

Staff photo by Kevin Penick

Fisher Points To Unselfishness In Tiger Victory
HOPKINSVILLE,Ky. — "If
we keep improving each game
like we are now, we are going
to be a good team soon," said
.Murray High girls coach Rick
Fisher. "This game was a
*
4 model of team play."
It was also a model of how to
win, as the Tigers led all the
t iway in thumping Christian
/ county 68-47 last. night for
t !their second win in three tries.
' Individually, though, the
performance of sophomore
Tonya Alexander stood out.
The 5-9 center hit 10 of 16 shots
for 27 points, a total that
Pel,!Pq6'd -Ule
Achcidicoring mark of 25, set
by Denise Bumphis in 1975.
Alexander also grabbed 13
rebounds and hit seven of nine
free throws.
Guard Jaina Washer poured
in 14 points and played what
;Fisher felt was -her best
overall game. She handled the
tall well, played intelligently
and took good shots," said
Fisher:
.•
Jann Washer SZtbred 11
Lpoints that included 5-of-6 free
- throw shooting, and Larule
Morgan added nine.
. "I think we've arrived as a
iall club," said Fisher, whose
squad was coming off a loss to

i

•

rebounds

victory margin a week ago.
The Lakers will face Hickman County Friday in the first
round of the Calloway County
Christmas Tournament, but
the Falcons must find some
way to make up 29 points —
and fast.

1

Lowes, the First Region's top- will be a big plus for us," said
ranked club.
Fisher. "We'll learn frorn that
"I'm not saying we will experience."
continue to improve each
The Tigers led Christian
game," he said, "but it's nice County by just six points at the
while it's lasting."
half but outscored the hosts 24"I was concerned after that 14
the third quarter to put
loss to Lowes," Fisher said."I the game away.
.
was afraid we might be a little
Guard Candy Jackson
down. But I've never seen so scored just two points, but
much enthusiasm overall."
Fisher pointed to another
phase
of the game in which
Murray High win likely
she
excelled.
"Candy .plays
need all the enthusiasm it can
get when it faces Fulton excellent defense, and she
County, a First-District makes us go," he said.
powerhouse, in the first round "Things like that don't show
of the Calloway County up on statistics."
Tiger.Tri 25,CC 23
Stacey Mobley, Kay Russell
and Donna Rousse scored five
points each as the Tigers girls
edged Christian County in

Thursday.
•
"I don't know if we're good
enough yet to beat Fulton
County, but just playing them

Merrily Nigli 63, Wage 51
fg fgo
4
8
10 20
3 6
4
4
6 12
3
•
1
2

ft
Ed Harcourt
2
Howard Boone
3
Brad Taylor
0
Jeff Kursove
0
Mike Brodshovv
1
Nick Swift.
,Greg Lotto .....
0
Bobby Daniel
0
Howie Crittendon
0 0 0
Totals
31 58
6
Wingo
18
15
WIngo Brian Graves 6 Jeff Scoggs. 3 Scott
Puckett 5 Jeff Morris. Mork Mullins, 3
Murray
18
Wingo
8

overtime. The contest was the
season opener for the Murray
junior varsity squad.
The game was tied at 23-all
after regulation play, and two
free throws were the only

OPEN SUNDAY 1 TO 5 P.M.
OPEN DAILY 9 TO8P.M.

Ethan Allen
gifts that never
leave home!

points in the extra period.
Murray High JVs — Natalie
Garfield, 4; Velvet Jones, 4;
Donna Rousse, 5; Stacey
Mobley, 5; Kay Russell, 5;
Glenda Fox,2.

Our Gallery is all tked out and brimming
with hundreds of delightful holiday gift ideas.
Here are some of our favorites . . . at very
special hoVday prices:
A. A new Dutch Mantel Clock Is the perfect
way to ring in your holiday. It's a replica of an
old cherished design, crafted
in solid cherry with a_subtle
Eight-day clot
with moon
dial, hour and
half-hour strikes.
Reg. $299.50
Sale $259.50.

„-

fto pf reb tp
2 3 3 10
5
4 ,14 23
O
4 6
6

O

3

5

,3

3

I

8
13
-13AkC-Brit1els antiques inspired these weather
stations. Register air pressure. humidity. and
temperatbre in Centigrade and Fahrenheit.
R. 35" length. Reg. $159.50
Sale $129.50.
C.32" length. Reg. $149.50
Sale $119.50.

I

0
0 0 2 0
0 0 1 0
11 22 37 68
10
51
Tucker, 30 Dale
19
16

12
10

D. Beautify a wall wit!! this distinctive
figurc eight wall clock in solid cherry.
It has a 15-day wind with hour and

19-68
14 - 51

half-hour strikes.

Bengals To_p.Ra Isia- 1.9
if By the Associated Press
• LOS ANGELES — The road
to the Super Bowl gets
bumpier for the Los Angeles
Rams, who hardly resembled
champions in losing 20-19

Monday night to a Cincinhati
club already looking forward
to the 1979season.
"We sure did not play like a
championship team," commented defensive end Jack

Youngblood. "We are tired,
beat up and everybody is
hurting. We just made too
many mistakes."
At one point, thanks to a
penalty, the Rams had six
plays inside the Bengals' 4yard line and had to settle for
a field goal.
That, said Bengals Coach
Homer Rice, was one of two
factors that brought the upset
in the nationally televised
contest.
The other was a pass play
from Ken Anderson to Isaac
Curtis on third down with 17
yards to go. Curtis caught the
throw for a 19-yard gain and
four plays later Chris Bahr
kicked the winning 42-yard
field goal.
"We really have worked on
this second half of the season
and we have become a good
team, as good as any team
going into the playoffs,"
commented Rice, who termed
himself -a happy man."
The Rams failed to clinch
the home field advantage for
both rounds of the National
Football League playoffs.
They are sure to host the first
but the second remains in
doubt.
"What we did against
Cincinnati makes it difficult,"
said Rams' Coach Ray

SPECIAL

Captain D's,

02 pieces of fish filet
*crisp french fries
*creamy cole slaw
02 Southern-Style
hushpuppies.
01tegular Drink

MilittV1151

Tigers...
Murray JVs 71, Wingo 35
Murray High's Robin
Roberts scored 16 points in
just two quarters of play to
give the young Tigers a boost
in the preliminary game. Two
'other Murray players scored
in double figures — Greg Latto
(15) and Bobby Daniel (10).
Murray -- Greg Latto, 15;
Howie Crittendon, 9; Bobby
Daniel, 10; Guy Furr, 8; Todd
Btacishaw, 8; Robin Roberts,

only
Reg.$2:19
Save 40

-Ws--MOVIREFee.

Th
Offr GoodMurray
,Ky.
753-9383

aFktr,0.
,
ago
Step-lieh,e; Clark,10; Mullins,8; Bugg,7;
Adair, 2; TaYlor.

ltr

•

Rig. $319.50

_ •

Sale $279.50.

E. Our handsome solid-pine valet, in a
rich dark color, is,a useful accessory for
any man.
Reg.-364.50. .
Sale $49.50.

F. "Neaten-up" your
emagazines with this
elegant Georgian Court
magazine rack crafted
in solid cherry.
Reg. $149.50
•

Sale $11950
Murray High's Mike Bradshaw fires up a shot over a Wingo
defender in lost night's 68 51 Tiger win that upped Murray's
record to 3-0. Bradshaw pumped in 13 points.

All these gifts and
more are on sale now
So hum:over to our
Gallery and choose one
for your home. or
someone else's.

Staff photo by Kevin Penick

Sports Upcoming
Today
Calloway County boyN2-31 vs Fancy Farm, Jeffrey
Gymnasium; prelirninar ;..m.
Murray High buys (3-0) at s•msonia.
Wednesday
Murray State men (0-6) s UT-Martin; Sports Arena,
7:30 p.m.
Thursday
Calloway County Christmas Tournament, first round
Murray High girls (2-1) vs Fulton County, 6:30 p.m
Murray High boys vs Hickman County.
Friday
Calloway County Christmas Tournament,first round -Calloway County girls (7-0 vs Hickman County. 6:30
p.m.; Calloway County boys vs Fulton County.
Saturday
Murray State men vs Campbell College; Sports Arena,
7:30p.m.
Calloway County Christmas Tournament, championship games — girls,6:30 pin.; boys.

•

See Marjorie Major

Convenient Terms

Travel Cor,tultont

EAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS,

CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEWS
4r-latnal
. No Charge by us.
Price some as direct.
For Information and
Travel literaturesell

I.:

Man

•

HOME. Ft IINISHINGS

CURIA
--

753-GOGO(4646)
MIAs Meow Office Readiew,
111 Moir Street

-

Phone 442-2769 or 443-6257

Rannalea
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Frankfort Authorities Say Flood There
Could Cost Over $10-Million Damages
,ar

FRANKFORT, Ky. i AP) —
Frankfurt authorities,
drawing up preliminary
figures on which to base a
request for federal disaster
aid, have estimated that the
record weekend Kentucky
River flood caused as much as
$50 million in damages to
homes, businesses and
schools.
Joe Jennings, fire chief and
civil defensethildirector, said
Monday that City Manager
Paul Rips ster's repo.t giveS.a
low estimatiof $26 million and
a high of $50 million.
"I personally think those
figures are conservative,"
Jeruungs comniented.
- He said the tall so far is
almost 1,300 homes and 95
businesses destroyed or
damaged south and north of
the river which divides this

capital city and spilled over its
banks during a record crest
nearly 19 feet above flood
.Sage.
The river continued to fall
slowly today, with this morrung's crest predicted at 44.5
feet and a drop of three feet
forecast for Wednesday
morning. Flood stage is 31
feet.
South Frankfort, in a valley
where the state Capitol is
located, remained impassable
to moat traffic, though a few
*tesidents were allowed back
into their homes. ,
Jennings explained that
"the more the mud dries, the
harder it is to clean up."
About 1,400 residences were
still without utilities and a
spokesman for Columbia Gas
Co. said it might be late in the
week before natoral gas
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2. NOTitE

2. NOTICE _

2. NOTICE

service could be restored.
dark. Although offices did not
All city schools, state office say why, the move apparently
ADVERTISING
buildings and the Franklin was to thwart potenlial
DEADLINES
County Courthouse remained looters.
All display ads,
closed Tuesday. Damage to
The capital city of 23,000 is
classified displays and
schools alone has been surrounded by hills, and the
regular display, must
estunated at $5 million and populous suburbs to the east
be submitted by 12
they will not reopen until early and west have not been
noon, the day before
next year.
touched by high waters.
publication.
The prevailing mood among
A special legislative session
All
affected residents was that of was to have started in the
reader
News. Society, and
classifieds must be
head-shaking — that the river Capitol Monday, but was
Sports
75$1918
rose so fast and that its peak of postponed by Gov. Julian
submitted by 12 noon
Retail Display adthe
49.8 feet exceeded by more Carroll because of the flood.
day
before
vertisini- 753-1919.
publication.
than one foot the benchmark
Some dissident legislators
Classified
Display,
• Aiwwwwwwemmememh
year of 1937 which spawned insisted he had no authority to
Classified,
CirMIRROR SALE. Frame
oldtimers' tales.
do this, and a handful met
mirrors, .._custom cut and
culation and the
Those residents who could outside the Capitol to hold.,
installed, any size and shape.
Business
Office
moy
plus door mirrors, double
move around traded stories their own session.
edge or plain edge. AISO sale
be reached on 753about their rescue from the
on display items. Merry
1916 and 753-1917
high waters.
Christmas to all! M & G
--Glass, Murray, KY,753-0180
Mrs. Edwin Suppinger,
GOD IS LOVE. If you would
whose husband is a partner in
like to know anything about
the Bible, call 759 4600 24
a riverside lumber yard, said
hour phone; not a tape Bible
they were rescued Sunday
Facts.
floor
of their
from the second
home several blocks away.
Chuck Williams, son of Mr.
"We couldn't get anybody to
hear us so Ed shot the and Mrs. Hilton Williams of
IlWft 20 years at
shotgun. The DetiMfaitirit Of Route 7, Murray, a .senior at
Caloway County. Be
Fish and Wildlife came, got a Calloway County High, won a
$100 scholarship by placing
Fire ......153-1441
sure
and
check
ladder and took us out the
Police.....
753-1621
Wiggins' Furniture for
window."
Resat/ .
. .153-6952
the best buys in.
Jane Barber, an evacuee
amholance
. 753-9332
•Furniture
from Benson Valley Saturday,
Hospital
•I.ane
Cedar
one of the earliest and most
Ewergency
753-5131
Chests
heavily flooded areas, said she
This
.Bedding
and her family "had to get out
Society
•and
759-4141
Floor
in a hurry.
Covering
Comprehensive
"We got here at a shelter)
753-6622
and we had each other's shoes
Poison
oion
Control
.
753-7588
on and mismatched socks."
Senior Cituens . . . 153-0919
Mrs. Barber said she was
FURNITURE
Nemiline
75341EED
-rescued by the Fire Depart2'../ miles north of
learn
lo
Read
.
753-2288
ment after many calls for
Murray on 641. Call
Foster
help.
753-4566 and ask for
753-5362
"I finally said, well, if you
Robert, Nell or Jo or
f
A iarpo
fenriting
489-2414
can't be here in 15 minutes,
better still drop by
Parenls'Anommous 159-1192.
and browse around.
just forget it, we'll float down
Chuck Williams
159-4815 or 153-9261
to you."
FREE DEUVERY •
tirst in extemporaneous
The city's water pumps, speaking
SOCIAL
at the Krider
submerged even though they Invitational Speech TourGLASS WORK. Auto ylass,
CONCERNS
had been relocated recently on nament in Paris, Tenn., last
custom made picture frames
and mirrors. VOrrd windows
higher ground, resumed --weekend- - ---------•- -randkianrglitOndartny Lamb- --won-lEtrd'—
Table totifs -and —shetves.
—
,
Shower doors and patio
hour cutoff- of water to all place in extemporaneous
doors. Store front work and
homes, but officials were speaking in the tournament.
THE LEDGER
Plexsglass and window glass
watching consumption Both are members of
replaced.
&
TIMES
carefully. They said only two Calloway County High Speech
481Ittal&e.estkowthdp kapi.lysitta4a
.
days' of rationed supplies Team. Williams is president of
0
0
WATKINS Products,
FOR
were.on hand.
the team.
contact Holman Jones, 217 S.
Open Til
There have been no deaths
The Laker Speech Team will 13th , phone 7531128.
At
inter eled in
or mfuries, police said, and no be going into its last tourfi)
800 p.m.
up keep of Almo Cemetery,
reports of looting.
nament this year when it
meet at Imes Grocery,
Every
Night
However, south Frankfort travels to Union County High
Saturday, Dycember 16 at
pm.
2
30
PurPose.
get
up
to
.Til Dec 22nd
was blocked off to all except next-weekend. The team will
trustfunct.
residents Monday night, and then resume its tournament
CARPET CLEANING, free
police were under orders to schedule at Larue County Jan.
estimates,
satisfied
Gene & Jo's
resrences. viora.vat steam
arrest anyone in..a boat after 6.
or dry cleaning. Free scotch

Phone Numbers'
For The
Ledger & Times
Departments
Are As Follows

Calloway Senior
Wins Scholarship
At Speech Meet

1

I WANT 4'0t/
T4PE
(THE'( NEVER TOLD U5"
This MANUSCRIPT FOR ME,
ABOUT HER KIND IN
AND IF qOU DONT DO
1WIN6 CLASS...
PERFECT JOB Vt 6ONNA
PACt4 qOUR -I6NT5 OUT!

A JOS
Fs.OR LOtJ ,

BEA6LE...

WHATS THE
IDEA , NANCY?

AND THIS
WILL HIDE
MY YAWNS

(YOU SAID
SHE'S AN
AWFUL

BORE--

NEVER ENDs
.UP IN THE
ROUGH,

Free Gift
from

Wiggins'
WOW lINTIt
DEC. 24,11
When you purchase any furniture, bedding or floor
covering from us, we'll give
you a gift certificate of 511I' of
the total purchase to shop next
itour at J P. Ne.thitts'.
This I, our gift to you froir

-or

WIGGINS'
FURNITURE

It's A
Fact
Free Gift
Wrapping
1,A Sort laity At
Starks Hardware

2'1! miles north
of Murray.'
75/-4566

12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING'

HELP WANTED in city of
Murray, dog warden applications
being
taken,
salary $8300 per year, plus
hospitalizatign,
paid
vacations, 12 sitk days per
year, retirement benefits.
Truck furnished. Pick up
applications atbCity Clerk's
office.
HELP
WANTED. Desk
clerk, part time, evening
Shift,
no
experience
necessary. Apply at Regal 8
Inn, no phone calls.
HELP WANTED: Hickory
Hut Barbecue, opening soon
Needs 2 mature men to
barbecue. Apply Monday
through Friday, 8 to 5 pm, at
the
old
Throughbred
building,806 Chestnut.

`)

-IiVaitress, apply in person
at
Jerry's
Restaurant, S. 12th St.
Equal
Opportunity
Employer,
SECOND.SH I F T supervisor.
Hours 4 pm to 1 am.
Supervisory
experience'
necessary.
Pension hospitalization
other
benefits. Mail resume, and
salary requirement to M.
Livingston and Co., PO Box
1039, Paducah, KY -42001.
10, BUS.OPPORTUNITY
IMMEDIATE OPENING IN
Murray area. Age 21 or over;
no
over
night
tr_ayet,.._

frInisetserierttriner.-

71t..411)

opportunity for. promotion, above_average earnings, no
experience necessary. Call 1247-6867, Mayfield. Ky., 8:30
am to 4.00 pm, Monday
through Friday_
VENTURE
CAPITAL
needed for, high potential
retail outlet in Murray. Local
corporation. Minimum of
$6000 regitired_con'‘ervative
projected gross of $120,000
first
yeattx.-- All inquiries
confidential. Send replies to P O. Box 32 R, Murray, KY.

BEA.UTIFU
made solid r
sliding glass
for 10 guns. Si
gift.for sports
Call 753,2615

Used Fe
Used Kpy
Used'

Hodge

205 St

PUBLIC NOTICE
There will be a Public Hearing on
December
19, 1978 at 7:00 p.m. in the Council Room
of the
City Hall Building. The Public Hearing
will concern a possible amendment to the
-Zoning Ordinance No. 491 to allow Privately Owned
Outdoor Recreational Facilities as Conditiorlal
in some zones. All intriested persons are Usee..
invited •
to attend and to voice their opinions
regarding
this proposal If you need further
information
-camas-now this Peoloite-flearthgrfid fire
to tffrir"tad the Planner's Office at 753-1225.
Steve lea
W.A. Franklin, Chairman
Resident Planner
Murray Planning Commission

AS64106/6411 Csalk tS4W erax.c,A15,,,Nosa ttgis

Large Display
of T.11. and
Stereo Stands
Large
Selection Of t
Disco &
Mood Lilies,
Black-lites &
Strokes,
Poster lites & o
Glitter's lites

*
-

.

1

- ti
i

17. VACUUM f
ELECTROLU
Service in Pi
443,6469. In Mt
Montgomery?
wFA RmEi31

FOR SALE: 1
2wetcsmt graintr
bed, got
489-2706.
20. SPORTS E
BATAVUS
Christmas s;
$25, free acces
11'..4
""rMert"
753.7400.
FOR SALE.: F
shot gun, 3
$185. White •
22.
2. MUSICAL :
BALDWIN G
6'3", mahogi
condition, $S:
0485.
—
FOR SALE:
and case. E
dition. Woulr
Christmas pi
low. 753 0806.
GIBSON ELE
and amplifii
Excellent
Resonable pri,
23. EXTERMI

eije,ey.,Niipa,cui,

Animals

CNisAill ISO Is.'s z>43 Tsai

SECRET

"7--1
Ron TAlent

John Smith

From Gallery of Homes Agent, Ron Talent

ARE DAMAGES TAX DEDUCTIBLE?
As a homeowner, expenses from damage or im
provements may affect your income taxes.-For in
stance: damage to your house from, say, fire or
windstorm may be partially deductible as a
casualty loss After subtracting insurance corn
pensation, deduct 5100 for each accident and the
remainder can be cloimed as a tax deduction.
Improvements, such as a porch. garage. finished
basement, and soon cannot be deducted. However,
they can be added to the cost of the house when
figuring profit on the sale. So, keep good records of
such expenses. Try to preserve cancelled checks
and receipted bills. They will help substantiate the
figures if necessary.
I'm lust scratching the surface here If this.
situation applies to you, I suggest you contact your
nearest Internal Revenue Office for o copy of their
pamphlet No 530 "Tax Information on Deductions
for Homeowners." It may save you some money.

(YOu WERE EVEN
ALL DRESSED AND
READY TO COME
DOWN TO
BREAKFAST

iOHN SMITH, REALTOR
t• L

6aikly*
or

•••

14. WANT TO
WANT TO E
moble home!
1362.
is. ARTICLE
FOR SALE:
sewing mach'
regular atta
perfect, full
full cash pri
Martha Hoppi
FOR SALE:
bike. Also lei
753•5885 after
HALF PRIC
Aluminum, 1,
covered sauc
covered sk
covereddutch
colors. Wallii
Paris, TN.
HELMETS
goggles, jer
Christmas la'
Town and Co,
753-8078.
SALE
CO
pressions din
set, Wild Flt
Indian Sumr
Blue Heather
$39.99. Wallir
Paris, TN.
SALE
RE\
copper
both
percent on 1,
quart sauce
boilers, 11
/
2a
qt. dutch ovr
pot, 7,9, and '
Wallin Hardw
TWO
ANTI(
with
mirro
wooden ice bo
TWO STOVE
wood. Hot p
mer. Call 759-'
TAPPAN C
electrSOJ
.
and h
and 2 bar stoo

feetbside Slapping Canter
An ruuel (ippirtw1it% Fr -

•

GIVE A GIFT of love, a
picture of family, parents, or
grandparents. We can make
beautiful
a
Christmas
present
from
an
old
photogVaph.
Such
a
cherished memory will last
'' Thy ovvfvF.-i-vTiltEEPritevitty'far---"ar"
Christmas giving. West
Kentucky's finest Copy and
restoration. Carter's Studio,
Murray, KY. 753-8289

PROPER HAND
ACTION i5 THE

DID YOU k
FORGET"? YOU
ALREADY
"TOOK YOUR
ESAT1-4!

—

YOUR NEED is our concern.
NEEDLINE. 753-6333.
5, LOST IL FOUND
LOST: BLACK and tan
Beagle. Lost near Coldwater.
11 foUnd, call 489 205.
-cam- AI4IXCIZ77
4
Walker
hound
.puppy.
Reward offered. 436-5650.
LOST ON SUNDAY, Norwegian Flkhound pup, looks
Similar to German Shepherd,
only smaller with gray and
black coloring, wearing thin
black collar. If found call 7533230 or 753-8368.
WHITE GERMAN Shepherd
pup, 17 weeKSoTd' LOSTThtid—
around West Wood subdivision. Call after 6 pm at
753 0245.

We ere new wr
Oil *Ale born
tartan, cower'
Wes coated
swenca sad II
N. 12tb • 733-31

SHERWIN
WILLIAMS

HELP WANTED

Would you like to sponsor a Christmas
basket for a needy
family? If so, please
call 753-3812 or 7536460,
Christmas
Charities Coordinating
Program for Murray
and Calloway County.

St,ea'

GENERAL?

HONEY,
Wl-lAT RE srOU
DO!NiG
TelE TUB
--"t* AGAIN?,

CHRISTMAS
BASKETS

frAe0iiwthae tiesPaw ban,o,as1:140,11,

IIIETLE,BAILET

HOW COME
YOU' BALL

START MG PridaY,
December 8. Beg"-discount
sale, furniture, dining room
suites, bedroom suites, living
room suites, recliners, coffee
and end tables, lamps of all
kinds. Used t.v., colored,
wood heaters, new and much
more.
Perry's
Discount,
Highway 94, Lynnville, KY.
382 2194.

WE NOW HAVE THE Lore
Studio negatives. If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753 8294. We copy and restore
old phdllographs.

BENNETT
Group Insur
serving Wes
Tennessee
GOLDEN RI
CO Phone 75

Applications are now
being taken for Part
Tin e Stock Clerk. Can
develop into full tin e
position. Apply In Person.

01.e

CARTER
PHOTOGRAPHIC
STUDIO
•Weddings
•Portraits
1534298

It. INSU RAI

Wanted

Paducah, Ky.

Flowers

FURNITtRE

HERE COMES
MRS GABBER --SHE'S AN AWFUL
BORE

442-9747

WIGGINS'

S 4th

I HAVE

Western Ky. Pools

WIGGINS'
FURNITURE

If You
Need Them:

gaurd. 753 5827.

01(41.e, q01)
STUPID

Swimming_
Pools

4, HELP WANTED
ADDRESSERS -WANTED,
immediately. Work at home..
no experience necessary..
pay.
excellent
Write
AmerIcan Service, 8350 Park
Lane, Suite 127, Dallas, TX
75231

Village Center, US 641-14.
Phone 753-7411 Anytime
OR"

--Roo Talent laa-ll664-• ri759-4531

•
Linda Mclassisy 75341667

Novelty
Radios

Kelley's
&P

,
▪'
'
1 .Shop OurStore 8 Compare
-- Prices. Quality and Service,
"You'll Be Glad You Did"

Pit

"We Service What We Sell"

World of Sound
Formerly
--T.V. Service Center
222 So. 12th

753-5865

"Open Evenings & Sunday Til Xmas"
-

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

[NEW OFFICE HOURS
FrI
:
:r
_71,s.
T
7
4 z
1) c s
Vt
rft.olocnni.(

Sdliciraill1.1,1
% 53
7 .i3
06t8
1:0
141
.
, PIM S14411/4 1,1,25

hosp

day in advance.

u

please

. • !Sir
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rk at home..
necessary..
e.
Write
e, 8350 Park
Dallas, TX

ere now
`or Part
erk. Can
'till tin e
v In PerIN

MS
se Cantor
unit Fr

) in city of
warden apng
taken,
• year, plus
qn,
paid
tk days per
it benefits.
I. Pick up
Zity Clerk's
ED. Desk
le, evening
experience
r at Regal 8
S.
3: Hickory
>ening soon
•e men to
y Monday
1 to 5 pm, at
iroughbred
itnut.

1TEO
Ily in perJerry's
>. 12th St.
portunity

LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
12. _INSURAki

24. MISCELLANEOUS
31. WANT TO RENT
43. REAL ESTATE
46. HOMES FOR SALE
53. SERVICES OFFERED
M. USED TRUCKS
A LITTLE PUDGY
overweight
OWNER,
BY
downright
nice
fat,
2 bedroom,
DO YOU
you HELP! MATURE couple
BENNETT & ASSOCIATES.
need stumps
PICK-UP, removed from
large living room,- dining 1973 DATSUN
Group Insurance Specialists have tried everything'? You needs to rent a house or
your yard or
with topper, tool box, new
area, kitchen, bath, garage
land cleared of stumps? We
serving West Kentucky and have not tried behavorial trailer, preferably in the
moter, paint, tires, sun roof
storage. Cali 753 2770. _
can remove stumps up to 24"
Tennessee. Representing modification! A new ap- country. Willing to do
767 2459.
below the ground, leaving
1504 HERMITAGE PL. by
GOLDEN RULE LIFE INS. proach! For information call repairs. Have excellent
759-4536.
only sawdust and chips. Call
owner 4 bedrooms, 2 baths, FOR SALE: 1977 Chevrolet
refrences. Call 759-1975. .
CO Phone 753 7273.
pick-up.
436.5524.
for
free estimate, Steve Shaw
'fully
ANTIQUE NATIONAL four 32. APTS.FOR REja
equipped kitchen,
drawer cash register. All
breakfast room, extra large FOR SALE: 1974 Chevrolet 753 9490 or Boo Kemp, 435
FOR RENT' 1 bedroom
4343.
brass on oak stand. S500. Call
family room
power
with wood Pick-up
steering
apartment at Southside
We Sr. new wain, Inserance
• burning fireplace, formal power brakes, air. Call 489
436-5-412.
EXPERIENCED
CAR
Manor apartments, for
dining and utility room, 2669 after 6 pm.
en IKEA* hentes. wit6 3 tif.
PENTER will do carpentry
COME SEE THE Country elderly persons only, unit is
featuring
solid oak floors and 1974 FORD 3,4 loftpick-up, 4or roofing. Free estimantes.
fenent companies. For best
Ham Christmas Tree, Gibson based on income
Equal
staircase, wall paper in speed, power steering, power
Call 759 1405 or 417 4351.
Ham Co, 107 N 3rd Street, opportunity
rates comeen Wilsop In.
housing. 753.
room,
every
2
heat
pumps,
2
brakes, factory air, very
Murray, KY. .
FENCE SALES at Sears
went, and Real hove, 302
8221.
Professional Sen ices
car garage and wood shed. good condition. $2350. Nick,
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
CAR BATTERIES 24 month SEMI•FURNISHEDis
N.1215 - 753-3263.
With Tim Frwrisili Touch"
Lot 155'X250'. Call for an 436.5318.
free
estimates for, yOur
guaranteed, $22.88, 36 month APARTMENT,
near
appointment. 753-0110.
needs.
FOR
SALE: 1977 black
guaranteed, 80 amp, $26.99 University. Phone 753-7618
IMMEDIA
TE
14. WANT TO BUY
47. MOTORCYCLES
Chevorlet Silvered°, 4 wheel
and 60 month gauranteed, after 5 pm.
GUTTERING BY SEARS,
POSSESSION . . .
WANT TO BUY good used $34.99. Wallin
LAY
AWAY,
Yamaha drive truck, short wheel
Hardware,
Sears
cohtinuous gutters
33.
ROOMS
FOR
RENT
You'll
have
no delay in
moble homes. Call 502 527
Paris, Tn.
motorcycles or go-carts at base, orange and yellow
installed
per
/our
ROOM
FOR
RENS,
blocks
2
Town and Country Yamaha, pinned stripes. Brand new
1362.
putting your family in,
specifications. Cali Sears
FOR SALE: Large Ben
from
University,
with
living
tires,
brand
753.8078.
Call
new
camper
top,
753-2310 for free estimates.
Franklin stove. Call 436-2642.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
this comfortable 3 or 4
room, kitchen, washer and '"2"'"
1976 TRAIL BIKE, 175 Can - gold chrome wheels, extra
INSULATE- AGAINST the
FOR SALE: Used Singir KODACK MOVIE camera usdryecra. 4136
I utilities included. 'C., 197/1 United Feature Syndicate. Inc
bedroom home located
sharp.
Call
354-8266,
after
4
Am,
than
less
450
miles, $350.
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
sewing machines, zig zag,all outfit, XL 320, paid $101.88,
Call
pm.
on
437-4434.
a
large
attic insulation and foam in
lot in exregular attahments, sews will take $80. 753-3109.
ROOM FOR rent. One block"SORRY ABOUT THE DELAY, BUT
1951
GMC
PICKUP.
Just
urea
place
formalehyde.
Perfect, fully guaranteed, PRE-OWNED
49. USED CARS
cellent neighborhood.
JEWELRY,
Murray State University.
overhauled. Best offer. Call
Free
estimates,
no
full cash price, $39.50. Call diamonds and miscellaneous for
A
LITTLE
Dodge
Colt.
$450.
TODAY
Home
Call
759-4952
'
S
or
753.9616
has
PRICE
and
OF
'
STEAK
after 1 pm,753.2346.
l
HAS NOT
baths,
obligation.
Kentucky
Martha Hopper, 354-6521.
Call 759-4974.
jewelry. Rogers Jewelry, ask for George.
all appliances, large
Tennessee Insulation, Rt.7,
51. CAMPERS
FOR SALE: Schwinn boys North Court Square, 145-10tc,
BEEN ANNOUNCET2"
1972 BUICK ELECTRA, 434. HOUSES FOR RENT
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
bike. Also leaf vacuum. Call Paris, TN.
closets & many-other
door sedan, all power and 1979 MODELS ARRIVING, (502) 435-4527.
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
come
out
753.5885 after 5:30 pm.
and
take
a
look.
air,
low
mileage,
SALE SKILL ROUTER, t-2
new tires.
extras. Priced to sell!
43. REAL ESTATE.
43. REAL ESTATE
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
White's Camper Sales, your
Call 436 2427.
HALF PRICE SALE, Club hp. Model 548, $29.99. Wallin house in city limits, deposit
and refrences required. Call
Boyd-Majors
Sears, save on these higts
local
Starcraft
dealer
Real
Aluminum, 1, 11
/
2, 2, and 3 qt. Hardware in Paris, Thl
1972
CAD. EL DORADO. Complete tine of parts
r3.30
heating
pm.
and cooling bills.
and
covered saucepan*, 10 inch SALE: SKILL SAWS, model
Estate, 105N. 12th. FINISH THIS AND SAVE!
Excellent condition, bronze accessories. Non-toxic
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
ancovered skillet,_ 414 qt. 538. 1.5 hp, 71
Bring your tool box and your
color, $2150. Nick,436.5318,
/
4 inch blade, 36. RENT OR LEASE
estimates.
tifreeze $3.99 per gals
coverectdutch oven, choice of $29.99, model 574, 13,4 hp,
imagination and take a look
71
/
4
Located-4 miles from Murray
LICENSED'ELEC-TfttetAtt,
colors. Waltin Hardware in inch blade, $34.99, model 559
at this 2 bedroom home
on
94
East.
Call"733.1%05.
prompt, efficient service,
Paris, TN.
located on 1 acre lot with tall
WANT TO MAKE MONEY?
ball bearing, 2 hp, 7/
1
4 inch
call Ernest White,753-0605.
SPECIAL
NON TOXIC
but
trees. Small
pine
Take a look at this 9 room, 2
HELMETS, GLOVES, blade, $49.99. Wallin Harantifreeze,
$3.95 a gallon.
economical with energy
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
bath brick located near
goggles, jerseys, all for dware, Paris, TN.
Arrowhead Camper sales,
Perfect for
saving heat
and gas installation, will do
downtown area. Ideal for
Christmas lay away now at STOREWIDE SALE: 30 to
Hwy.
E,
Mayfield,
today.
KY.
247it
couple.
See
young
professional
or
plumbing, heating and sewer
office
Town and Country Yamaha. 50 saving. D's Shirts and
8187.
753.1492, LORETTA
Call
apartments. Zoned business.
cleaning. Call 753-7203.
753.8078.
Savers
Gas
'The
Things, Hwy 68, Aurora, KY,
JOBS REALTORS.
1973 SELF
Let us show you how your
CONTAINED
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
SALE
CORELLE
ex• 474-8890. -Kids long sleeved
CALL IT HOME
AMF travel trailer. Gas
money can work for you.
now- all oak S25-rick. Call
Murray
pressions dinnerware, 20 pc trimmed shirts for $2.85 to
JOBS
LORETTA
electric
refrigerator,
John Boyer at 75385,36.
and call it handy
set, Wild Flower, Meadow, $5.37. Pile and flannel lined
stainless gas stove with oven,
REALTORS,753 1492
Datsun, Inc.
Indian Summer, April, or jackets 30. off. Our regular 37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
stainless sink, shower, and
Blue Heather. Your choice blend t-shirts now $2.80.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
LARGE ROUND BALES of
toilet.
Real
nice
trailer,
bath
home
on a large
$39.99. Wallin Hardware in Men's knit long sleeved
Music Center, 753.3682 or 753337 Ni PoPtat-Senton
good hay loaded on your
52250. Nick.436-5318.
shirts 40 off. Jeans, trim
Paris, TN.
7149 after 6 pm.
shaded lot in an extruck. Call 247.2889.
52.
BOATS
&
MOTORS
med
sweat
shirts
and ladies
SALE
REVERE
ware,
ROOFING,
1973 CHEVORLET, 4-door
clusive
excellent
subdivision
38. PETS-SUPPLIES.
copper
bottom, save 40 fashion tops 30 off. Entire
references.
Malibu. Runs and looks good. 18 FOOT DUO CRAFT deep
Call
753-1486
bordering Oaks Counsale
50.
GERMAN
rack
SHEPHERD
AKC
off.
Lettering
hull,
35
hp,
Evinrude
on
Percent on 1, 11
/
2, 2, and 3
petween 7 am and 3:30 pm,
437-9505.
trailer, 2 front seats. 6' X 7'
try Club. Economical
quart sauce pans. Double and decals 30. off. Open 10 pups, 4 weeks Old. Great
ask
for
Shelley.
19970 CHEVROLET, very open rear cock
Christmas gifts and good
pit, $950.
boilers, 11
/
2 and 2 quart, 41
/
2 am to 6 pm, daily.
central gas heat and
TREE
good
TRIMING
condition,
and
Chevy Nick, 436-5318.
protection for the home.
Cr
q. . ring area
qt. dutch oven, 8 qt. stock 26. TV-RADIO
removal. Free estitnatea.
central electric air.
Capris.
Also
couch,
..„
now
yours
$10
and
Choose
large lot on N. 16th extended.
pot, 7,9, and 10 inch skillets. SISSON'S
53.
SERVICES
5271468- -753 9625
OFFERED
ZENITH,"more will hold till Christmas. 753.
Call
436.2294
after
5
refrigerator,
pm.
2 gas heaters,.
Lovely familyroom
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. for your money" sale. Get
CARROLL COPE &RORER
Has full basement, central
antique wardrobe, antiquF BYARS BROTHERS & Son
WILL DO REPAIRS around
0315.
with fireplace, and 3
ANTIQUE
TWO
Mantles one year free service on all
gas heat. central air, 3 baths,
ironbeds, and women's General home remodeling,
the
house,
carpentrey,
framing, aluminum siding,
mirrows.
with
Antique color t.v.'s. Save at Sisson's. AKC REGISTERED Tiny
car garage. Priced at
clothing. Call 753-8333
painting, concrete
recreation room, 2 fireplaces.
and
19 miles west of Murray on Toy Poodles. Will hold for
wooden ice box. 435-4433.
REAL.T3)P
plumbing. Also hogs and
1974 DODGE DART Sport, 6 gutters,. and roofing. Call 1$61,500. Phone KOPPriced below replacement
Christmas. 753.0957.
Hwy.
Phone
395-4967
94.
382.2174.
or
1.362-4895.
wood for sale. Call 759-1531.
TWO STOVES, 1 gas and 1
cylinder, straight shift. In
costs. Call 753-3263.
PFRUD HEAT TV. 753-COCKER - Spaniels,
AKC
Open Fridays unti18:-002.wood. Hot plate food war
excellent condition. $1250. CARPENTER WORK, small
WET
BASEMENT? We
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
black male, 2 years, $50.
We
1222.
areturembers
large
or
mer. Call 759-1894
jobs.
Call
1974
437.4560
Hornet,
4 door, small V-8
make Wet basements dry,
27. MOB. HOME SALES
Tom Herndon 753-0971
Blonde female, 1 year, $440.
of Multiple listing Serautomatic with air. In good and if no answer,437-4670.
work completely guaran._
TAPPAN COPPERTONE 1972 ATLANTIC MOBILE AKC Beagles, male years,
7
Shirley Wilferd 753-3043
condition. $950. Phone 1-354- CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
teed.. Call or write Morgan
vice.
electri
king top home. 12 X 60 with stove and' female 1 year; $10 each. 492h
Alex McLeod 753-1575
6214.
Construction Co., Route 2,
tflOck garages, basements,
and h
uble sink refrigerator, central
air, 8861.
SO
On;
1
21
h
at Sycamoie
Box 409 A, Paducah, KY
4.753443
and 2 bar stools. 753-6555.
126 Street
FOR SALE 1974 Buick driveways, walks, patios,
$3000_192-8840
icabir-alu
igni..4(=t
sillØnfsL
Areas.
'It11130AF.-*TIRKESAI1EGt--777.
,L1.
IPI:
811_101Vi.
-115.,4Tst
BEA-UTIFUL
CUSTOM completely • furnished,
SUOSBURY
Purdom
urman
56. FREE COLUMN
IT'S A LITTLE BIT of
1973
HONDA, automatic, CHIMNEY CLEANING,rain
made solid oak- gun case, harvest gold appliances, new
PARK
country...5 acres fenced for
$1200 or best offer. Call 753- caps installed, minor repair.
TWO K I TTENS,8 weeks old. •
Sliding glass doors with room carpet, drapes, large bath,
Insurance & Real Estate
1702 College Farm
horses...barn...3
References
bedroom
furnished.
6531
or
Call
759-1155,
436-5650.
for 10 guns. Super Christmas under pinning. $4700. Call
0.4amoeba by appointment
the
Southsocie
equipped
well
with
brick
Court
Chimney
Square
experts.
location
Magic
of
is
Road
the
753-4074
or
753
1877.
gift for sportsman. Must sell,
57. WANTED
only. GIN 759-4140 Monday
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759kitchen - built-in range,
Murray, Kentucky
Cali 753•76T5.
1969 -ECLOIVOlr, 2 bedroom
this three or four
.
,0
Arr.Friday, 9 till 5.
WANTED, JOB
during
refrigerator
dish
and
4878.
12' X 60', furnished. Central
Christmas,
babysitting,
bedroom brick for only
753-4451
washer...Decorated
a
to
CARPET CLEANING, at'
heat and air, t. v. antenna and
household chores, related
'78 COUGAR 1R7
"T".. When would you like to
reasonable rates. Prompt
$35,700.00. Storm doors
40 foot tower. Block founItsini Furniture
work. Call 753-8906.
see it? LORETTA JOBS
and efficient service. Custom
Locks & droves brand new,
dation, all electric with new FOR STUD:. AKC red,
windows
plus
and
REALT0R S. 7.5.3-14192._
WANTED, USED Diamond
lied Appliances
a
HELLO -JACK- FROSTI
Carpet Care. 489.2774.
_ya.094
00 arnp--DpbefShaft- ettr3Ctter.
low miles. loaded
Jewelry. Highest trade-in
Toast your toes by the
heavy
insulation
554-0090 after 4 pm, or
Used IA.':
service. $5500. 437-443/.
DOES
YOUR
SEWING
Iris.
supreme,
comfort
still
allowances
. fireplace in this? bedroom;!
given.'Rogers
anytime weekends.
.makes the winter mon-Machine need service. If so,
MOBILE HOME FOR SAi_E.
on warranty. Will sell or
Jewelers,
North
bath, Mobile home with a 24x
Hodge & Son, Inc.
Court
call 354-6521..
12' X 60 Agantic,•2 BR, PUPPIES FOR Chriatmas! •
thit a breeze. Ten
Square,
Paris,
24
TN.
foot
trade
or.
built
on
56500
den.
Ideal
205 So. 5th
registered
Mckers,
completely• furnished. AKC
..inihe %AI
1111111pW=101W
location in quite secludedclosets, dr-apes-andCarpeted, includes washer red. Unusually good quality.
PARKER
subdivision close to lake.
and dryer, central air, Weettled. One male and.two
carpet.
DONALD
R
TUCKER
17. VACUUM CLEANERS
economical gas heat, deck females. Male has outREALTOR,753-4342.
ELECTROLUX Sales and with awning and storage standing potential for stud
FREE
Call 753-7411
Service in Paducah call )- area, Underpinning and dog. Call 753.8864 after 3.30
44. LOTS FOR SALE
20 MILE
443 6469. In Murray call Tony anchors. Must be seen at B-12 pm.
T976 MERCURY MARQUIS.
LOTS FOR SALE: Complete
FoxMeadows to appreciate
Montgomery T53-6760.
REGISTERED
TREEING
DELIVERY
with septic system. Water, 4 door, full power, dark blue
Call 753-5163, after 5 pm on Walker hound puppies, 12 SMART START - If you're.
11. FARM EQUIP.
vinyl top, AM FMtape deck,
starting out or slowing down,
electric and driveway* for
weekdays.
weeks old, 436.5650. •
.-In
753-0984
FOR SALE: 1973 Ford F.750
Business
4
speakers,
cruise control,
you'll enjoy the convenience
mobile home or house. Near
2 ton grain truck. New mid. 1969 MARIOTT, 12 X 52 WANTEO: REGISTERED and economy of this 2.
tilt wheel, new radial tires,
Kentucky Lake, $42.50 per
Sincej11
146
56Floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, ofwest bed, good shape. Call mobile home, 2 bedroom, yellow Labador Retreiver for bedroom
one
owner.
In
immaculate
cottage..
located
month
5b000
with
down. Call
furnished, central. air, and stud service. Call 753•3.406
753489-2706.
condition. $4950. Call 901-642near
downtown
shopfices, cottages, mobile home od-ons, and
502.47/-2718.
under pinned. David Boyd...
patios, or U'
;`7,
190•110s, 642-7581 nights.
ping..,lots of trees and
20. SPORTS EQUIP.
41. PUBLIC SALES
ONE KY LAKE lot, good__
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
753.8780.
shrubs for private ef1972
PLYMOUTH
BATA\VUS
.MOPEDS 1974
drives,
foot
good
200
well,
75
12'
X
60'
TWO
x 60. Buy the best for less.
fect...yes, yours....for under
Power
Christmas special, $399.50, BEDROOM
foot ,field, septic system, SATELLITE.
trailer, all
$20,000. First time on the
$25, free accessories. Murray
alf_presently in steering, power brakes.
electric
pole,
electric, f u rn
MDT= SALE
I
market.- taaR E-T TA JOBS'
f-ar-Mertnet'91VSNIth -St77 air,
use. Ftftiarte-Tr11111Tbr--.-Mishen-osieset-anernewertaaityrr
under
pinned and
REALTORS,753-1492.
excellent condition, body
753-7400.
WIIM14111=1111011
or build on, S3500. Nick, 436Friday
afternoon
storage building.. Located at
good, interior good, $750 or
5318.
FOR SALE.: Remington 1100 Fox
Meadows
Trailer
Dec. 15 2 p.m. at The
best offer. 753-6400.
shot gun, 3 inch magnum. Courts. CAII 247-7386 after 4
45. FARMS FOR SALE
Garlan.d home, 3'
1968
CYLINDER
SIX
$185. White tail compound pm.
17 ACRES of beautifully'
•
Camaro, rough condition,miles Fast of Murray
bow,$AO. Call 753-6468.
wooded land near Kentucky
2. MOB. HOME RENTS
has
new
tires.
Asking $450.
on Hwy 94. All an22. MUSICAL
Lake. Less then $900 per Call 759-1613.
FOR RENT: Trailer, 12'X
DONALD
acre.
TUCKER
R
tiques. Sale was postBALDWIN GRAND Piano, 65'. Call after 4 pm,753-6324.'
BE YOUR OWN
1974 SUPER BEETLE, red.
REALTOR 753-4342.
6'3", mahogany, excellent TWO BEDROOM,
poned last week due to
Call 753-9490 after 5 pm.
all elecBOSS
78
FARM
ACRE
condition, $5500. Call 753
for
sale
5
tric, water and gargage pickBOYD-MAJORS'"
high water. For in1977 TRANS AM, brown, tan
your own StrideOwn
0485.
miles
Kentucky
from
Lake.
up furnished. 1 or 2 adults, no
REAL ESTATE
formation, call Otto
Call weekdays after 6.30 pm. interior, T•top, T-A 6.6, AMFOR SALE: Conn trumpet pets. 1 mile out of city limits.
Rite Shoe Store, the
Any time on „Saturday or FM, $6000. Call 753-1372 or
and case. Excellent con
753-8080
Chester Auction Ser$50 depoSit. $85 per month.
children's
number 1
753-9635 after 5 pm, ask for
Sunday. 753-7244.
dition. Would make nice 753-5405 after 6 pm.
Pat.
vice. 435-4128.
shoe in America. In44. HOMES FOR SALE
Christmas present. Priced TWO
Professional Services
BEDROOM
mobile
50. USED TRUCKS
equipment
ventory',
low. 713.0806.
With The Fneridly Touch
BUY DIRECT from builder
home. 759-4496, it no answer 43.
REAL ESTATE
and business name for
and save. Near completion, 2 1971 CHEVY PICK-UP, 6
GIBSON ELECTRIC guitar call back from 4 to 5 pm.
1.61 ACRES ON S 12th St.,
MR. HOMEOWNER..
new 3 bedroom brick homes, cylinder, standard with no
and amplifier, for sale. 29. HEATING
Established
sale.
& COOLING
very valuable location zoned
located in Kirksey, within power. Excellent condition.
condition.
Excellent
. Had problems selling
exand
clientelle
FIREWOOD
FOR SALE. BY. 285 foot of highway
walking distance of post $1500, firm. 492-8703.
Resonable price. 753.9930.
your home? We have
Cutting near New Concord. frontage Buy now for future.
cellent -location on
office, country stores, and 3
23,1.2tTERMINATING
Call 437.4228.
The NELSON SHROAT Co.,
churches. Each has
sold
acre
Murray's
court
most of our
FOR SALE
SALE AUTOMAXC WOOD Realtors 759 1707.
lot, central heat and air,
square. Priced
listings so fast we need
heater Deluxe cabWlet, brick
thermal windows and doors,
4-wheel drive 1976 ford
KOPPERUD
Phone
more properties to adlined, cast iron doors annd
and well insulated walls and
ton, 4 speed, power steering,
grates.
Complete -with
ceilings.
Living
room,
all
RFAI TV 753-1222
vertise and show our
lock in hubs, big tires, heavy
blower, $299.99.
bedrooms,
Wallin
hall are
and
estate
your
real
buyers. Shouldn't we
elk, 211,000 miles, $4275.
iflardware in Paris, TN.
carpeted.
Kitchen,
SOO Chestnut
washroom, and both full
get together?. You
753-3720 or 753-0638.
30. BUS. RENTALS
baths have vinyl floors.
deserve the best .. call
SHOPPING CENTER next
Kitchen
has plenty of
JOHN C.
to Murray State University
its at 753-8080. Boydcabinets, eating counter and
campus has building for rent.
Kelley
'
s Termite
built
appliances.
in
Also
NEUBAUER
Majors Real Estate,
Equipped with gas heat and
includes attached garage,
air conditioning Call 753 3018
105
& Pest Control
N.
12th.
NEW LISTING
patio and large covered front
•
after 5 pm
Porch. Homes on
1456
Choice 3 bedroom, 2
1560 sq-ft and are priced
and
7531
753 OW
bath home that is
to sell. 'Call after 5 pm. 486'Ainley Auction &
2387
"neat as a pin" inside
Cut the cost of those
and out. Excellent
Realty Sales
high heating bills
COL IVORY Mall!
well-built older home
Auctioneer RealtorDon't hesitate, Insulate
that has been cornAppraiser
Ph 90079-2998 179.3713
pletel'
redecorated
Blown in or Batts
South Fulton Tenn,
and
renovated
Type 1, Class A,
Ipeated in a quiet
THE LOT SPECIALIST, nas
TVA approved insulation
residential
neighthe lot you have been looking
,borhood. Priced to seel
for. Level, slofing, wooded,
open, home, mobile or
fast at only $25,000.
7534403 or 753-1791
duplex. You want it, we have
Phone
KOPPFRUD
it. The NELSON SHROAT
FFA I TY, 753-1222 for
Co., Realtors. 759.1707.
Courteous and competent real estate service

604 Se. 12th St.

WILSON

T supervisor.
to 1 am.
experience
Pension.
)n
other
resume, and
ment to M.
Co., PO Box
(Y -42001.
t T UN IT Y
)PENING IN
ge 21 or over;
apt
trevel
rbenefttE11/11/r_r---":'
promotion, earnings, no '
ssary. Call 1t< Y., 8:30
an, Monday
_
CAPITAL
patentia I
1urray. Local
ninimum of
Conservative
of $120,000
II
inquiries
rid replies to
lurray, KY.

on

irman

ission

FORD

Waldrop Realty

ig OrI OutI Uses__

tation

641.14,-

John Smith, Realtor

ember
of the
11 con-

ivited
irding

SPECIAL

-

--erlifeM-GIFILT PORTABLEBUILDIfteSa'

1

F1ot,

to-ell.

for
needs.

Carroll VW-Audi-Mazda

REALTOR

.Free Estimates.
Phone

Barry Rose
Insulation Co.

SECLUSION EXCLUSIVE

Plant in your yaid after Christmas

Live Christmas
Trees
H,

•

Call

Clegg Austin or Steve Pdrter
.753-7318or 753-2253 -

BOYD MA10
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
l'rule&IMinaI Sery ices
With The Friendly row,.
R.V. DUPLEX
-

Fach"

side' has '2
ledrm., living rm.,
Kitchen & bath - Cen-

tral gas heat-central
ate: New carpeting &
new
refrigerators;
plus stove:In excellent
enrirtition ..1003.12i

,ocated

Lot, „I
West w ood
+iettr4-41ys-7-44nyvt.-Majors

Real

105 N. 1 th.

Estate,

You must see this economical 3 bedroom house
on 26 se, luded acres just listed.' Year-round
creek, greenhouse, stock-barn, & good well are
only a fee of its features. Priced at only $39,000.
12 miles trim Murray.

All Lots In Beautiful Westwood Subdivision can be
used for duplexes or singt
family residence.

Aur

KO.PPERUD
Realty

2t
For More Details
Plione 753-7724
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Deaths And Funerals
Final Rites Today
For Mrs. Hinda On
Robert L. Morris, Sr., died
Monday at '8:15 p.m. at his
home at Puryear, Tenn. He
was ep years of age and a
and
farmer
retired
groceryman.
The deceased was a
member of the Puryear
United Methodist Church.
Born May 4. 1889, he was the
son of the late Will H. Morns
and Jerusha Lyon Morris.On Oct. 5, 1908, he maffied
Lena Bethel Hall, who died
May 4, 1933. He later married
Mrs. Lena Collie Chandler on
Dec. 23, 1962, who survives.
One daughter, Mildred
Frances Morris, died Jan. 16,
•
1933. -- *
Survivors include his wife;
three daughters, Mrs. Earlie
Scarbrough,
Margaret)
Murray, Mrs. Earl (Mary
Lou) Underwood, Uruon City,
Tenn., and Mrs. Noble (Beth)
Wilson, South Hazel, Tenn.;
five sons, William B. and
Thomas Hall Morris, Memphis, Tenn., John C., South
Hazel, Tenn.. Robert L., Jr.,
Puryear, Tenn., and Harry
Lee Morris, Lawson, Mo.
Mr. Morris, Sr., is also
survived by 30 grandchildren
including Mrs. Glenda Ladd,
Hazel, and Mrs. Hamp ( Ann)
Brooks and Mrs. Vicky
Geurin, Murray; 65 great
grandchildren; and two great
great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the
Puryear United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Donald
Park, the Rev.. IL D.. Rorlenn
---and the Rev. Lee Morris officiating. Burial will follow in
the Carson Cemetery.
McEvoy
•
--Paris, Teak., Until 12 noon on
Wednesday when the body will
be taken to the Puryear
Church to lie in state until the
funeral hour.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 358.3.
Below dam 328.1.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m.3511.9.
Below dam 340.0: Sunset 4;.40 p.m. Sunrise 7
a.m.

Final rites for Mrs. Hinds
Orr, widow of Derris On, are
being held today at 2 p.m. at
the chapel of the Miller
Funeral Home, Hazel, with
William-II Hardison officiating.
Jimmy Wynn, Nathaniel
and Tellus Orr, Gerald
Paschall, Tommy Ellison, and
Raymond Caplinger are
serving as pallbearers. Burial
will follow in the Paschall
Cemetery in Henry County,
Tenn.
Mrs. Orr,83, died Monday at
3 a.m. at the Puryear Nursing
Home. She is survived by one
Brown,
Louis
brother,
Dresden, Tenn.

Mrs. J. R. Scott
Dies Monday; Rites
To Be On Wednesday

Guile R. Jones Is
Dead At Age 01 79
Word has been received of
the death of Gulie. R. Jones
who died Thursday at his
home in Detroit, Mich.
The deceased was 79 years
of age and is survived by
several nieces and nephews.
The body will be returned to
Murray by the Max Churchill
with
-home
Funeral
arrangements to be announced later.

The local chapter of the
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
will hold its annual Chistmas
luncheon on Friday, Dec. 15,
at 11:30 a.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music at the First Baptist
Church, will present the
program. His accompanist
will be Mrs. Allene Knight.
Robert boucles, club
president, urges all members,
associate members, and
prospective members to attend.

DISASTER BREAKFAST — A feature of the 1978 Kentucky-Tennessee Red Cross conference held recently in Nashville was a "disaster breakfast" sponsored and prepared
bx the Nashville Reel Cross Youth Disaster Team. Several htwdred persons attending
the conference were served hot food from a Red Cross van which is used in "real"
disasters. These vans which are owned by the American Red Cross are kept equipped
and ready for speedy dispatch to disaster areas. Shown here (left to right) are, June
Nicholson, water safety instructor trainer and former Murray Swim Team coach who
now works in Hopkinsville, Susan Crass, Calloway County Red Cross youth chairman,
and lean Blankenship,executive director of the local chapter. .

McGaughey,Mofield Chosen
For IRTS New York Seminar

Mrs. J. R. (Cora) Scott of
Murray Route 1, Lynn Grove
community, died Monday at
7:10 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was 84 years of age and
was the wife of J. R.Scott who
Two representatives ogthe tative for choosing three
died Nov. 19, 1951. One son,
Department of Journalism student nominees from
Jim Scott, died July 13; 1974.
and Radio-Television at Murray State, expressed hope
Mrs. Scott was a member of
Murray State University have that one will be selected.
"Since 273 students will be
the Salem Baptist Church.
been selected by the InterBorn Sept. 12, 1894, in
An article written by Robert national Radio-Television nominated for screening by
Calloway County, she was the W. Rowan, assistant professor Society IRTS) of New York the committee," he noted,
daughter of the late John VT. in the Depantinefit cif- -City for the -1979 Fatuity- "being one of 25 chosen is a
Arnett and Amanda Ford Professional Studies at Industry-Student Seminar in signal honor. Donna Simmons
Arnett.
Murray State University, has New York City Feb. 21-25, of Moscow, Tenn., who will be
graduated this month, was
Survivors include one son, appeared in a professional 1979.
in 1978,and I think we
selected
Calvin Scott and his wife, journal. Measurement and
Chosen were Dr. Robert H.
Addie, and another daue,hter,_--Evaluation in GlIfriArv'e...
McGaughey, departmental . have an excellent chance to
in-law, Mrs. Virginia Scott,
His article is entitled "The chairman, named for the mit- have a student - chosen again
Murray Route 1; two gran- Predictive Value of the ACT tune, and Dr. Ray Mofield, for 1979."
To be eligible, students must
dsons, Rodney Scott and Pat
American College Test) at professor, selected for what
‘alior _12LLenior _broadbe,„
—one- granddaughter
g.thiccr_
r.
maylaczuscoassetLin
SiatasLiniversity-Ove
Murray
--; who have
casting - m-ajc711
Mrs. Diane Clark; two great a
College time
Four-Year
They are among the 75 completed four courses and
grandchildren, Dorris Clark Program." Research for it
have a 3.00 or higher
and Amy Scott.
was done with a grant faculty members invited to
The funeral will be held awarded to him by the In- participate from the nation's academic standing. of a
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the stitutional Studies and 91 universities offering at possible 4.00. They must apply
degree by Dec. 18.
master's
chapel of the Max Churchill Research Committee at least
Mofield said the IRTS pays
programs in broadcasting.
Funeral Horne with the Rev. Murray State.
$100 a day for room,
students
the
from
students
-gy-nve
T'lfer
Virgil Blankenship officiating
Rowan joined the faculty at
and
instruction at the
board,
and Gus Robertson, Jr., as Murray State in 1985. His same schools will be selected
in Glen Cove,
Harrison
Center
the
te
1-by
attend_
Jan,
.
soloist. Burial will follow in specializations
include
trip air
rtund
as
as
Y.,
well
.N.
_Lleminar.
the Young Ceradery.—
guidance anta--counselingT-/
Mofield, who was appotMeti fare. Faculty receive the
Friends may can at the measurementiznd- evaluation,
same benefits, except they
funeral home.
and educational psychology. the IRTS contact represen- supply their own travel.
I ristructors for the seminar
are drawn from ABC, CBS,
and NBC networks, as well as
major advertising agencies
such as Leo Burnett and J.
Walter Thompson.

Rowan's Article
Appears In
Professional Journal

MICROWAVE

McGaughey earned the
bachelor's and master's
degrees at Murray State and
the doctorate at Ohio
University:. He has worked
professionally at radio
stations in _-,Cadiz and

Stock Market
No need to make h
rfrOre when you only want
a few. The Arnana Coffee
Maker brews two, threel
or tour cups with the savory.
tun batch flavor you kite—
but without making more
coffee than you want

Ouick and easy like instant
— but its fresh clop brewed
Or you can reheat 1-4
cups in the specially de
signed carafe while preserving that fresh brewed

Permanent Mesh Filter
Also includes 25 (optional
•

use) paper filters

Another Among§ first .
Designed exclusively for
use with any 675-watt
ra
*nano

Prices of stock of local [inert-it a,
noon, EDT, today, turniahed to the
Ledger Si Threes by First of Michigan.
Corp of Murray,are as follows
. 4017

Indisthal Average

. 24'4'4
Air Products ... ,,.
. , ..54 upc
Amer}can Meters
:
. ..Selk-f-11
Ameneanre
Ashland 011 lephene
54
+.
'.
11::$41
Bonanza1$
Clwysier
Ford Motor
QA?
Gmal Care
General=ice
General
,
l Ilye.
aoodrichtkublevi
Gamera

ev...v.
12 unc
1321,b,13'14
78-4

You may qualify for
Allstate's Good Driver
Rates and be entitled to
some discounts, too.
Call me and compare.

Allot ate Insurance C. North torctak IL

See Agents
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley

Allurra_Onsi_wante•

Bel Air Decor Store
Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-3642
Murray, Ky.

Open Til 8:00 p.m.
Mon. thru Friday

We Accept
Visa & Master Charge

c' S
s
l
\
o
1
.W
•

6,

soa‘
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Bath
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Accessories

Christmas Gifts
Of All Kinds
FFRT

Fireplace Furnishings

Wicker

All Fireplace

*Baskets
*Complete
Sets

Glass Screens
All Sizes

•Head
Boards

$8500

"Polyester"
'large"
Lion

$90.00

Tiger

$85.00

ElEphant. . . . $45.00
Monkey. . . . $45.00
Dog

$90.00

Eagle

$50.00

4- :4
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Animals
Non Breakable
Owls
$80.0 I

Thril

$7500 &

Masterpiece
Collection
Life In The Country
Porcelain

With

Antique Bisque
Figurines - All Kinds
Very Reasonable
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MSU Students' Art
Work Is Published
In Magazine

An informal coffee will be
held at Murray High School on
Wednesday, Dec. 13, at 9:30
a.m.
This event will be sponsored
by the Executive Committee
Parent-Teacher
the
of
Organization in order to give
parents of high school
students an opportunity to
meet with. faculty representatives to discuss issues
concerning the school.

Convenient
No cord or other eita...tm.
heating elements to
worry -about compfetelr
dishwasher safe Elimi- 1r,1
nates "counter c tuft,
doesn t Ire up ele',1
outlets

Auto
policy
••
expiring.

The
East - Calloway
the master's at Columbia
Elementary School ParentUniversity, and the doctorate
at' Southern Illinois. Univer- teacher Club will hold a short
business meeting on Thurtity, Where he also taught five
sday, Dec. 14, at 7 p.m. at the
years. He also did work on a
master's degree in radio- school.
Immediately following__77.
television at Northwestern
the
1Jniveriiii+ave.. bisfns 9-- tne
midshipman at Notre Dame, Christmas program will be
and was awarded the
presented.
honorary LL.D. degree from
The public is invited to
Idaho Christian College at atteritt-aattl Darr Kelly, PTC
Magic Valley in Albion.
president.

Coffee Planned At
Murray High School

Microwave Speed

quartet of programs within&
folk, the classics, and lyric
theatre alternating in sties
cessive weeks some weekdays
at 1 p.m.
Promenade Concerts —
BBC's most popular cone**
music series recorded live in
London's Royal Albert Hall
some weekdays at 1 p.m.
BBC World Theatre — The
of
classics
greatest
Shakespeare, Chekov,
Anouilh; Ibsen, and others
performed by England!s
greatest living actors, ineluding Sir Ralph Richardson,
Lynn Redgrave, Sir John
Gielgud, and Paul Scofield,
some weekdays at 1 p.m.

East Calloway PIC
the
Mofield • earned
To Meet Thursday
bachelor's at Murray State,"

Art work by 12Murray State
University students has been
published in the December
issue of Arts and Activities, a
'
California-based magazine for
classroom teachers.
Color illustrations are included from a unit in weaving
which focuses on the wall
hanging as an art form and the
design and operation of a
primitive hand-lift sling loom.
Jerry Speight,class instructor
and author of the article, said
a major objective of the
course entitled Art for
Elementary Teachers is Ur
emphasize the creative
potential of all individuals.

Fresh Brewed Taste
Without Coffee Waste

to review new classical
recordings some weekdays at
1 p.m.
The Music of America —

'K MS-FM, the public radio
voice of Murray State
University, will carry some of
the programming of the Parkway Fine Arts Broadcasting
in
beginning
Service,
January.
Parkway is a classical
music syndication service
based in Washington, D. C.,
which produces a variety of
classical programs heard in
cities across the country. WKMS at 91.3 on the FM dial has
contracted for eight different
as
programs
Parkway
follows:
Matinee Concert — A
Monday through Friday
stereo series at 2 p.m. of live
performances by leading
orchestras and soloists,
complemented by recorded
classics.
Starlight Concert — A
Monday through Friday
feature at 9 p.m. consisting of
two hours of the best-loved
classics presented in a quiet
manner well-suited for the end
of the day.
In Recital — World's
greatest- artists in live performances on some weekdays
at 1 p.m.
The Vocal Scene — A
delightful excueeion in the
world of opera, with host
George Jellinek, music
director of WQXR in New
York City, on some weekdays
at 1 p.m.
First Hearing — Three of
the nation's leading music
critics sit as a court of opinion

11% talc
V7% Aa
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